
To:· · 

• I 
I \" • '  

D.EOSION 

',1 I 

t);S •. �epartment oOiomeland Sec�rity 
P:o. Box 10129 
L�guna Niguel, CA 92607-1012 

. u.s. (:itiienship 
· and Irilmigration 
Services 

DATE: 
I 

. . . 
Petition: Form I -1 2 9 

. . ·---��·---, . . Your Foil�?- 1-129, Petit!on for a Nonimmigrant Worker, filed in behalf of��£i�namc:; has been denied 
for the fo�owing reason(s): · · 

· 
. � · · , .. 

See Attachment 

If you desire to appeal this decision; you may do so. Your notice of appeal must be filed wi� 30 days of the 
· . date of this notice.' ·Your appeal must be filed on Form . I-290B. A fee of $630.00·is required, payable to U. 

S. ·Citizenship and �gration Services with a check or money order from a �ank or other institUtion located 
in the lJnited States. If no appeal is filed within the time allowed, this decisi?n will be the final decision in this 
matter. 

fu sup�rt of your ap� •. you may submit a brief or other writt� statement. for consideration by the 
reviewing authority. Yqu may, if neeessary, request additional time to ·submit a brief.· Any brief, written 

· statement, or other. evid�ce not filed with Form I-290B, or any request for additional time for the submission 
· of a brief or other material must be sent direcdy to: 

DHs/USdS . .  
Administrative Appeals Office (AAO) 

20 Massachusetts Ave., N.W., MS 2090 
Washington, DC 20529-2090 

Any request for additional time for the submission of a brief or other statement must be niade direcdy to the 
Administrative Appeals Office '(AAO), and must be accompanied by a W!itten' explanation for the need for 
additional ti.ine. An extension of time to file the appeal may not be granted. The appeal may not be filed 
directly, with the AAO. 

. . 

The Small Business Regulatory Enforcement and Fairness Act established the Office of· the National 
OmbtidsQlan · (ONO) at the Small Business Administration. The ONO assists small businesses with issues 
related tO federal' regulations. If you are a small business with a comment or COQlplaint .about regulatory 
enforcement, you may contact the ONO at www.sba.gov/ombudsman or phone 202-205-241'7 or fax 

. 202-481-5719. 
' . 

Sincerely, 

Kathy A: Baran 
Director, California Service Center 

· Enclosm�: Form I-290B . 
Form 1-292. www.dhs.go� 
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. The petitioner filed Form I-I29, Petiqon r6� � �C:>niifirmg¥ant Wbfker, With the United States Customs and
. 

Border Protection (CBP) in order to classify the beneficiary as an intra-company transferee pursuant to 
section I 01 (a) (IS) (L) .of the Immigration and Nationality Act ("INA" or "Act"). 

The only .issue to be discussed is whether the petitioner has established that the beneficiary has been and 
will be employed in a position that involves specialized knowledge. 

· 

INA 101(a)(15)(L) and its implen1enting regulation at Title 8, Code of Federal Regulations ("8 C.F.R.") 
2'14.2(1)(1)(ii) state: · · ' 

. . . an alien who, withln 3 years preceding the time of his application for admission into 
the United States, has been employed continuously for one year by a firm or corporation 
or other legal entity or an affiliate or subsidiary thereof and who seeks to, enter £4e United 
States temporarily in order to cont:i:riue to render his services to the same employer or a 
subsidiary or affiliate thereof in a ·capacitY that is managerial, exeeutive, or involves 
specialized knowledge .. ; . 

· 

The regulations at 8 C.F.R. 214:.2(1)(3), "Evidence for individual petitions," indicate that an individual 
petition filed on Form 1-129 shall be accompanied bt 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

Evidence that the petitioner and the organization which employed or will employ 
the alien are qualifying _organizations as defined in paragraph (l) ( 1) (ii) (G) of this 
section. . . . 

Evidence' that the alien will be employed in an executive, managerial, or 
specialized knowledge capacity, including a detailed description of the services to 
be performed. ·· · · 

Evidence that the alien has .at least one continuous year of full-time employment 
abroad with a qualifying organization .within the three years preceding the filing 
of the petition. · · 

· · · · 

Evidence that the alien's prior yea,r 'of employment abroad was in a position that 
was managerial, executive, or involved specialized knowledge 'and that the alien's 
prior educa9,on, training, an:d employment qualifies him/her to· perform the 
intended services· in the United States; however, the work in the United States 

· need not be the same work which the alie{l perf'orined abroad; 
. . 

INA 214( c) (2) (B) provides the framework for the specialized kno�ledge transferee: 

For ·purposes of section HH (a)(1 �)(L), an alien iS· considered to be ·serving in a capacity 
involving · specialized knowledge with respect ·to a company if the alien has a special 
knowledge of the company product and its application in international markets or has an 
advanced level ofkllowledge of processes and procedures of the company.' 

The. regulationS at 8 CFR 214.2 (l) ( 1) (ii) (D) further define "specialized knowledge'i thusly: 
' ' ! . . 

Specialized bowledge mea.nS special know�edge possessed by an indi'1dual of the petitioning 
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organizations product, service, research, equipment, techniques, management, or other 
interests and its application in international markets, or an advanced level of knowledge or 
expertise in the organization's processes and procedures. (Emphasis in original) 

A "specialized knowledge professional" is further defined at 8 CFR 214.2(1) (1 ) (ii) (E) as: 

[A]n individual who has specialized knowledge as defined in paragraph (l){l){ii){D) of this 
section and is a member of the professions as defined in section 101 (a){32) of the 
immigration and Nationality Act. 

In accordance with NAFTA regulations at 8 CFR 214.2(1) (17), a beneficiary has the option to present Form 
I-129 to a Class A POE requesting admission to the US as an L nonimmigrant worker, as in this case .. The 
beneficiary for this case was interviewed by a CBP officer. As a result of that interview, admission to the US 
was denied by CBP. 

According to 8 CFR 214.2(1) (17)(iv), which states, in pertinent part: 

If a petition or certificate of eligibility submitted concurrently with an application for 
admission is lacking necessary supporting documentation or is otherwise deficient, the 
inspecting immigration officer shall return it to the applicant for admission in order to 
obtain the necessary documentation from the petitioner or for the deficiency to be 
overcome. The fee to fll.e the petition will be remitted at such time as the documentary or 
other deficiency is overcome. If the petition or certificate of eligibility is clearly deniable, 
the immigration officer will accept the petition (with fee) and the petitioner shall be 
notified of the denial, the reasons for denial, and the right of appeal. If a formal denial 
order cannot be issued by the port of entry, the petition with a recommendation for denial 
shall be forwarded to the appropriate Service Center for final action. For the purposes of 
this provision, the appropriate Service Center will be the one within the same Service 
region as the location where the application for admission is made. 

The inspecting CBP officer forwarded the petition to the appropriate Service Center with a recommendation 
for denial and fmal action by the service center. In this case, the petition was forwarded to the California 
Service Center for final action. 

Your organization, (Insert name of petitioner], seeks to employ the beneficiary as an [Insert job title]. 

On (DATE], during a documented interview with an inspection officer at the (CITY, STATE], Port of Entry 
OR Pre-Flight Inspection, the inspection officer noted that [Insert CBP analysis of why the 
petitioner /beneficiary failed to establish eligil:lility .] 

Accordingly, you have not established that the beneficiary has been or will be employed primarily in a 
position that involves specialized knowledge. 

The burden of proof to establish eligibility for a desired preference rests with the petitioner. Matter of 
Brantigan, 111. & N. Dec. 493. Here, that burden has not been met. 

As such, the beneficiary is ineligible for classification as an Intra-company Transferee. Therefore, the 
petition is denied. 
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. - . 

.;., · 

,; . 

The petitioner filed Form i-129, Petition for a Nonimmigrant Worker, with the United States Customs and 
Border Protection (CBP) in order to classify the beneficiary as an intra-,company transferee pursuant to 
section 101 (a)(1 5) (L) of the Immigration and Nationality Act ("INA" or "Act")� . 

NO QUAL YIFYING RELATIONSHIP (AFFIUATE) 
. ·· . 

. The [frrst�_!�SQ.!!.4:ili!!�:-���kc?hlY.:] issue. to be discussed 
.
is whether the p�titioner has established 

.
that it 

has an affiliatl'! relationship with the foreign. comp�y. 
· 

When a petition is filed for this classifiC:ation the petiti�ner must show a qualifying relationship with the 
beneficiary's foreign employer. The petitioner claims an a.tllliate relationship with the beneficiary'� foreign 
employer. 

· · · 

· ., . .  

8 CF.R. 214.2(1)(1)(�)(1) defines the.term "affiliate" in the following manner: 

Affiliate means ( 1) One of two subsidiaries both of which are owned and :controlled by the same 
parent or individual, or (2) One of two legal entities owned and controlled by the same group of ·. 

individuals, each indiVidual owning and·control.li.D.g approxiinately the same share or proportion of 
each entity. or.. .. · · · 

To escabllsh eligibility as an affiliate, i.t must be·shown·that the foreign employer and the petitioning entity 
share common ownership and control. Control may be de jure by reason of ownership of 5 1 per cent of 
outstanding stocks of the other entity or .it may be de facto by reason of control of voting shares through 
partial ownership and by possession of proxy votes. Matter ofHugh�, 18 I&NDec. (Comm. 1982). 

Matter of Hughes, states that the term "subsicllary" is a mor� specific form of affiliation in which the 
company so described is subordinate to the conn:ol of another. This decision g9es on to state that, "In 
order to be deemed affilia'tes, companies should be bo�d to one another' by substantial, but not necessarily 
majority ownership of shares. It was alSo pointed out that ownership of a. relatively small concentration of 
stock, perhaps I 0%, in conjunction with the dispersai of othex: _stock among many minority investors may 
convey the right to appoint board of directors. · 

· · · · · 

In accordance with NAFI'A regulations at 8 CFR 214.2(1)(1 !). a beneficiary has the option to preseilt Form· 
1-129 to a Class APOE requesting a�ssion to.the·US as an� nonili:unigrant worker, as in this case. The 
beneficiary for this case was interviewed by a CBP officer .. As a result -of that inte;rview, admission to the US 
was denied-by CBP. 

· 

According to 8 CFR 214.2(1)(17)(iv), which states, in pex:tinent part: 

If a petition or certifieate of eligibility submitted concurrently with an .application for 
admission is lacking necessary supporting; doCumeiltation or. is otherwise deficient, the 
·inspecting immigration officer shall return it to the applicant for admission in 9rder to 
obtain the necessary docUmentation .from the' ·petitioner or for the deficiency to be 
overcome. Th� fee to file the petition will be 'remitted at such time as the documentary or 
other deficiency is overcome .. If the petition or certificate of e4gibility is dearly deniable, 
the. immigration officer' will accept the petition (with fee) and the petitioner shall be 
notified of the denial, the reasons for denial, '!-fid the right ,of appeal._ If a formal denial 
order cannot be i.ssued by 'the port of entry, the petition. with ·a recommendation ·for denial 
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shall be forwarded to the appropriate Service Center for final action. For the purposes of 
this provision, the appropriate Service Center will be the one within the same Service 
region as the location where the application for admission is made. 

The inspecting CBP officer forwarded the petition to the appropriate Service Center with a recommendation 
for denial and final action by the service center. In this case, the petition was forwarded to the California 
Service Center for fmal action. 

Your organization, [Insert name of petitioner], seeks to employ the beneficiary as an [Insert job title]. 

On [DATE], during a documented interview with an inspection officer at the [CITY, STATE], Port of Entry 
OR Pre-Flight Inspection, the inspection . officer noted that [Insert CBP analysis of why the 
petitioner /beneficiary failed to establish eligib.ility .] 

In this case, the evidence fails to support a finding that both organizations are owned and controlled by the 
same individual or by an identical group of individuals who each own a proportionate share of each 
organization. Furthermore, the evidence fails to show that an individual, or identical group of individuals 
has effective de jure or de facto control of both organizations. 

The burden of proof to establish eligibility for a desired preference rests with the petitioner. Matter of 
Brantigan, 11 I. & N. Dec. 493. Here, that burden has not been met. 

As such, the beneficiary is ineligible for classification as an Intra-company Transferee. Therefore, the petition is 
denied. 

AITACHMENT TO I-292 
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. ;.', 

The petitioner filed Form 1-129, Petition for a Nonimmigrant Worket:. with the United States Customs and 
Border Protection (CBP) in order to Classify the beneficiary as an futra-company transfetee pursuant to 
section 101 (a)(l 5) (L) of the Immigration .and �ationality Act ("INA" .or "Act").. 

. 

NO QUALIFYING RELATIONSHIP (PARENT /SU�SIDIARY) 

The :[fu�!����on:c!��.!:hl!�;.i�-f:9nh�J issue· �q be discussed is whether the petitioner ha:s established that they 
have a parent/subsidiary rela�onship with the foreign company. 

The definition of "subsidiary," is stated in 8 C.F.R. 214.2(l)(ii)(K) asfollows: 

Subsidiary means a fimi, corporation, or other· legal entity of which a parent owns, �ectly or 
indirectly, mpre than half of the entity and controls the entity;· or owns, directly or indirectly, ·half of 
the entity and controls the entity; or owns, direCtly or iildirectly, 50 percent of a 50-50-joint venture 
and has equal control and· veto power over the ·entity; or owns, directly .or indirectly, less than half of 
the entity, but in fact controls the entity. (Underlining added) 

Ownership and control are the determinative factors for establishing··a quali�g relationship between United· 
States and foreign entities for purposes of "L-1" classification. Therefore, to establish the existe.D.ce of such a 
relationship a petitioner must demonstrate ownership and control. Accordingly, to establish the existen�e 'of 
such a relationship a petitioner m�t demonstrate ownership and control. . · · 

In accordance with NAFrA regulations at 8 CFR 214.2(1)(17), ·�beneficiary has the option 'to present Forni ., :, 
I-129 to a Class A POE requesting admission to the US as. an L nonininiigrarit worker; ii,s in this case. the - . . 
beneficiary for this case was intemewed by a CBP officer. ·As a result of that interview, admission to the US 
was denied by CBP. . 

· · · 

According to 8 CFR 214.2(1)(17)(iv), which states, in pertinent part: 

If a petition or certificate of eligibility subnii.tted concurrently with an application· for . 
. admission is lacking necessary supporting· documentation ·or is otherwise deficient, the · 

inspecting immigration officer shall return it to the applicant for admission iD. or�er to 
obtain the necessary .documentation. from the petitioner pr for 'the deficiency to be 
overcome. The fee �o file the petition will be remitted at such .time as the documenta.r}r or · 

other deficiency is· overcome. If the petition or certificate of-eligibility is clearly deniable, 
the immigration officer will accept the petition (with. fee) and the petitioner shall be 

- notified of the denial, the reasons for denial, and the ii.ght of appeal. If a formal denial 
order cannot be issued by the port of entry, the petition with a· recommendation for denial 
shall· be forwarded to the appropriate Service Center for filial action.)or the purposes of 
this provision, the appropriate Service Center will be the one within the .same Service 
region as the location where the applieation for admission is made.. ' 

'• • • ' 
I !:l 

The inspecting CBP .officer forwarded the petition to .the appropriate SerVice Center i,rith a recommendation 
. for denial and fmal_ action.: by the servic� cen�er. In this case, the petition was forw�ded to the California 

Service Center for final action. · 

ATTACHMENT TO 1-292 ·, 
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On [DATE], during a documented interview with an inspection officer at the [CITY, STATE], Port of Entry 
OR Pre-Flight Inspection, the inspection officer noted that [Insert CBP analysis of why the 
petitioner/beneficiary failed to establish eligibility.] 

Insufficient evidence was submitted to demonstrate a qualifying parent/subsidiary relationship with the 
foreign company. 

The burden of proof to establish eligibility for a desired preference rests with the petitioner. Matter of 
Brantigan, 111. & N. Dec. 493. Here, that burden has not been met. 

As such, the beneficiary is ineligible for classification as an Intra-company Transferee. Therefore, the petition is 
denied. 

ATTACHMENT TO 1-292 
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. ' ·  

The petitioner flied Form 1-129, Petition'fo� a Nonimmigrant Worker, with the'United States Customs and 
Border Protection (CBP) in order to classify the beneficiary as an intra-company transferee pursuant to 
section 101 (a)(lS)(L) of the Immigration and Nationality Act ("INA" .or "Act").· 

NO OUAUFYING RELATIONSIDP (BRANCH). 

The :(f�!,_-:�.S9!lj!;_�4! .. �ext-;Q:�IYJ issue to be discussed is whether the petitioner has established that they 
have a branch relationship with the foreign company. 

The definition of "Branch" is stated in 8 C.F.R. i 14.2(l)(ii)0) as follows: 

"Branch" means an operating division or office 'of the same organiz�tion housed in a 
different location. 

In accordance with NAFTA regulations,at 8 CFR 214.2(1)(17), a"benefictary has the option to present Form 
1-129 to a Class A POE requesting admission to �e US as an L nonimmigrant worker, .as in this case. The 
beneficiary for this case was interviewed �y a CBP officer. As a res tilt of that interview, admission to the US 
was denied by CBP. . 

· 
.; 

According to 8 CFR 214.2 (l) ( 17) (iv), :which 'states, in :pertinent part: 

If a petition .or certificat� of eligibility submitted concurrently with an 'application for 
admission is lacking necessary supporting documentation or is otherwise deficient, the 
·inspecting. immigration officer shall return· it to the applicant . for admission in order to 
obtain ·the necessary documentation from the petitioner or for the deficiency to be 
overcome. The fee to file the petition will be remitted at such time as the documentary or 
other deficiency is overcome. If the petition or certificate of eligibility is clearly deniable, 
the immigration officer· will accept the pe_tition (with fee) and the petitioner shall be 
notified of the denial, the reasons for denial, and the right of appeal� If a formal denial 
order cannot be issued by the port.ofentry, the petition with a recommendation for denial 
shall be forwarded to the appropriate Service Center .for. final action. For the purposes of 
this provision, the appropriate Service· Center -will be the one within the same Service 
region as the location where the application for admission is made. 

. 

The inspecting CBP officer forW-arded the petition. to the appropriate Service Center with a recommendation 
for denial and final action by the service center. _In this case, the petition was forwarded to the California 
Service Center for final action. 

Yotir organiZation, n!i��rt-Ii��:9IIi��9oi!ill. s�eks to employ the beneficiary as an I!!I�iiT9Eli�H 
On [[i}\1]], during a doc$ented 'intervie� with an inspection offi�er at the [CtrY,.STATE], Port ofEn� pR1 .... ��:£.!!g��- In�p,e. cti� the�-��p���fEcer . noted that �i&[""""<;��-analt�1s --�9L �hi=�� 
p'eti_t.g�_O.!:!tl>.�.!�s!-�J�ed !O es�!)Jish eggt�il!_ty] ' 
Insufficient evidence ·�as submitted to. demonstrate a qualifying branch relationship .. with the foreign 
company. 
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The burden of proof to establish eligibility for a desired preference rests with the petitioner. Matter of 
Brantigan, 111. & N. Dec. 493. Here, that burden has not been met. 

As such, the beneficiary is ineligible for classification as an Intra-company Transferee. Therefore, the petition is 
denied. 

ATTACHMENT TO 1-292 
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TO: 

Addressee's Name 
Street Address 
City, State ZIP 

DHOSION 

DATE: 

U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
P.O. Box 10129 
Laguna Niguel, CA 92607-1012 

U.S. Citizenship 
and Immigration 
Services 

Petition: Form 1-129 

File: Indicate File # 

Your Form 1-129, Petition for a Nonimmigrant Worker, filed in behalf of;Beneficiary's name has been denied 
for the following reason(s): 

See Attachment 

If you desire to appeal this decision, you may do so. Your notice of appeal must be filed within 30 days of the 
date of this notice. Your appeal must be filed on Form I-290B. A fee of $630.00 is required, payable to U. 
S. Citizenship and Immigration Services with a check or money order from a bank or other institution located 
in the United States. If no appeal is filed within the time allowed, this decision will be the final decision in this 
matter. 

In suppon of your appeal, you may submit a brief or other written statement for consideration by the 
reviewing authority. You may, if necessary, request ·additional time to submit a brief. Any brief, written 
statement, or other evidence not filed with Form I-290B, or any request for additional time for the submission 
of a brief or other material must be sent direcdy to: 

DHS/USCIS 
Administrative Appeals Office (AAO) 

20 Massachusetts Ave., N.W., MS 2090 
Washington, DC 20529-2090 

Any request for additional time for the submission of a brief or other statement must be made direcdy to the 
Administrative Appeals Office {AAO), and must be accompanied by a written explanation for the need for 
additional time. An extension of time to file the appeal may not be granted. The appeal may not be filed 
directly with the AAO. 

· 

The Small Business Regulatory Enforcement and Fairness Act established the Office of the National 
Ombudsman (ONO) at the Small Business Administration. The ONO assists small businesses with issues 
related to federal regulations. If you are a small business with a comment or complaint about regulatory 
enforcement, you may contact the ONO at www.sba.gov/ombudsman or phone 202-205-2417 or fax 
202-481-5719. 

Sincerely, 

�,{h1Au__ 
Kathy A. Baran 
Director, California Service Center 

Enclosure: Form I-290B 
cc: 

Form I-292 www.dhs.gov 
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You filed Form 1-129, Petition for a Nonimmigrant Worker on [Filing Date], with the United States Citizenship 
and Immigration Services ("USCIS") in order to classify the beneficiary as an intracompany transferee pursuant 
to section 10 1 (a) ( 15) (L) of the Immigration and Nationality Act ("INA"). 

You, [Petitioner's Name], an [Insert Type of Business listed in Part 5] entity, seek authorization to employ the 
beneficiary, [Name ofBeneficiary], temporarily in the United States as a [US Position Tide]. 

You state that the beneficiary has been employed abroad as an [Foreign Position Tide] for your organization 
since [Start Date]. You now seek to transfer the beneficiary to the United States in L-1 B status for a period of 
three years. You indicate that the beneficiary will be working primarily [CHOOSE: onsite at your location in 
[Location] in support of a project for the end-client, [_End-Client Name]. OR onsite at your location in 
[Location]. OR offsite in [Location] in support of a project for the end-client, [_End-Client Name].] 

[OPTIONAL: �fseekin&..!l:!_�t�OJ! based on a ��et J?!!!!t!i� The beneficiary has been employed as a 
[Position Tide] by you in L-1 status since [Date]. The beneficiary was admitted to the United States pursuant to 
a blanket L-1 petition [Receipt number: WAC or EAC number] filed by [Blanket petitioner]. In matters relating 
to an extension of a noniinmigrant visa petition validity involving the same petitioner, beneficiaries, and 
underlying facts, USCIS will generally give deference to a prior determination of eligibility. However, each 
nonimmigrant petition filing is a separate proceeding with a separate record and separate burden of proof. 8 
CFR 103.8(d). In making a determination of statutory eligibility, USCIS is limited to the information contained 
in the individual record of proceeding. 8 CFR 103.2(b)(16)(ii). The current petition is the first individual 
petition filed on behalf of the beneficiary with USOS. Thus, USCIS must determine whether the beneficiary is 
eligible under each requirement for the requested classification.} 

The [three] issues to be evaluated are related but distinct: ( 1) whether employment abroad was in a position 
that was managerial, executive, or involved specialized knowledge; (2) whether the beneficiary possesses 
specialized knowledge; and (3) whether the beneficiary's position in the United States involves specialized 
knowledge. All three of these criteria must be established in order for the L-1 petition to be approved. 
(OPTIONAL: If denial is also for "Off-Site" Employment Further, in the case of an L-IB petition, even if your 
establish that the position and beneficiary meet these three criteria, you must further establish by a 
preponderance of the evidence that the prospective employment is not in fact an arrangement to provide labor 
for hire for an unaffiliated employer in the United States.] 

Upon initial filing, you submitted the following evidence: 

• Your cover letter describing the beneficiary's duties abroad; the beneficiary's knowledge, education, 
training, and employment; the beneficiary's duties in the United States; and the beneficiary's project in 
the United States; 

• Counsel's cover letter describing the beneficiary's duties abroad; the beneficiary's knowledge, 
education, training, and employment; the beneficiary's duties in the United States; and the 
beneficiary's project in the United States; 

• Letter from the beneficiary's supervisor(s) 4escribing the beneficiary's duties with the organization 
abroad; 

• Copies of the beneficiary's personnel records; . 
• Copy of the foreign entity's organizational chart; 
• Letter from the beneficiary's supervisor(s) d�cribing tge beneficiary's t¢ning and experience with 

the organization abroad; 
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• A copy of the beneficiary's resume; 
• A copy of the benefidary' s college de�ee and school �criptsi 
• Copies of the benefidary' s training records; 
• Copy of the United States entity's organizational chart; and 
• Other [Describe in de�]; 

Subsequent to the filing of the petition, you were requested to provide additional documentation to estabhsh 
eligibility for the classification sought. USCIS provided a list of suggested evidence you may submit to meet this 
requirement and advised you that any other evidence may also be submitted if you believed it would satisfy the 
request. 

In response to that request, you submitted the following additional documentation: 

• An additional cover letter describing the benefidary's duties abroad, the benefidary's knowledge� 
education, training, and employment, and the beneflctary' s duties in the United States; 

• Other [Describe in detail]; 

To establish eligibility for the nonimmigrant L-1 visa classification, the petition must meet the criteria outlined 
in INA 101 (a)(IS)(L) and 8 CFR 214.2(1)(1)(ii): 

... an alien who, within 3 years preceding the time of his application for admission into the 
United States, has been employed continuously for one year by a finn or corporation or other 
legal entity or an affiliate or subsidiary thereof and who seeks to enter the United States 
temporarily in order to continue to render his services to the same employer or a subsidiary or 
affiliate thereof in a capadty that is managerial, executive, or involves spedalized knowledge, 
and the alien spouse and minor children of any such alien if accompanying him or following 
to join him; 

Title 8, Code of Federal Regulations ("8 CFR") 214.2(1)(3) states that an individual petition filed on Form 1-
12 9 shall be accompanied by: 

(i) Evidence that the petitioner and the organization which employed or will employ the alien 
are qualifying organizations as defined in paragraph (1)(1) (ii) (G) of this section. 
(ii) Evidence that the alien will be employed in an executive, managerial, or spedalized 
knowledge capadty, including a detailed description of the services to be performed. 
(iii) Evidence that the alien has at least one continuous year of full-time employment abroad 
with a qualifying organization within the three years preceding the filing of the petition. 
(iv) Evidence that the alien's prior year of employment abroad was in a position that was 
managerial, executive, or involved spedalized knowledge and that the alien's prior education, 
training, and employment qualifies him/her to perform the intended services in the United 
States; however, the work in the United States need not be the same work which the alien 
performed abroad. 

INA 214( c) (2) (B) provides the framework for the spedalized knowledge transferee: 

For purposes of section 101(a)(15)(L), an alien is considered to be serving in a capadty 
involving spedalized knowledge with respect to a company if the alien has a spedal 
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knowledge of the company product and its application in international markets or has an 
advanced level of knowledge of processes and procedures of the company. 

The regulations at 8 CFR 214.2(l) (l) (ii)(D) further define "specialized knowledge" as follows: 

Specialized knowledge means special knowledge possessed by an individual of the petitioning 
organizations product, service, research, equipment, techniques, management, or other 
interests and its ·application in international markets, or an advanced level of knowledge or 
expertise in the organization's processes and procedures. (Emphasis in original) 

To determine what specialized knowledge is, USCIS must first look to the language of section 214(c)(2) (B) 
itself and consider the plain meaning of the terms "special" and "advanced." According to Webster's New 
College Dictionary, the word "special" is commonly found to mean "surpassing the usual" or "exceptional." 
Webster's New College Dictionary, 1084 (3rd Ed. 2008). The dictionary defines the word "advanced" as 

"highly developed or complex" or "at higher level than others." 

It is your burden to establish through the submission of probative evidence that the beneficiary possesses 
"special" or "advanced" knowledge. Therefore, you must articulate with specificity the nature of the claimed 
specialized knowledge, how such knowledge is necessary to perform the duties described in the petition, and 
how the beneficiary gained such knowledge. USCIS will consider this, and all other relevant evidence 
presented, in determining whether the beneficiary possesses the requisite specialized knowledge. 

Has the Beneficiary Been Employed Abroad in a Position that was Managerial, Executive, or Involved 
Specialized Knowledge? 

The first of the three issues to be discussed is whether the position abroad was managerial, executive, or 
involved specialized knowledge. In examining the beneficiary's position abroad, users will look to your 
description of the beneficiary's job duties abroad and whether, based on the evidence you have provided, those 
duties in fact met the regulatory requirement that they be managerial, executive, or involved specialized 
knowledge. 

Your [cover letter] dated [insert date], describes the beneficiary's duties abroad, in part, as follows: 

• [If the list of duties abroad is 5 sentences or less, list all the duties. OR If the duties are 
more than 5 sentences, use the first two duties and add" ... " and the last duty. Example: 
Develop and Test Applications. Identify solutions for critical problems ... Discuss problem 
resolution with team members.] 

[OPTIONAL]Your additional [cover letter] dated [Date] states the following in regards to the beneficiary's 
duties abroad: 

• [If a "breakdown" of duties was provided indicating the percentage of time performing 
those duties list the beneficiary's primary duties abroad in the manner indicated above] 

[DUTIES] The descriptions of duties provided are similar and typical of a [Foreign Position Tide] or related 
occupation working in the [insert occupation]. field. The duties of the position described by you reflect the 
same or similar duties of (insert OOH Position Tide) as listed in the Occupational Oudook Handbook 
(OOH), a publication of the United States Department of Labor. The OOH indicates that employees in the 
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same or similar position as the beneficiary perform the follo�g duties: [��L duti��fh:���Q9]]. From this 
comparison, it appears that the beneficiary performs the· same or similar duties as other workers in a simpar 
p��itiol!_i!l��e field. As such, insufficient evidence was presented to establi�-that. �� __ :position D!iJ?.!�� E.Q!iJ!:!Ql!.I!tJ�] • .  involves a special or advanced level of knowledge in the [!J?:s�t 9.f9!Pil:!:!<?.�] field or related 
occupation. 

Therefore, you have not established that the position abroad involved specialized knowledge. 
,�--�--... ��:--� .. w�···---�·---�----��-� .. ---· .. --� --�···�_..,�-..-......... -r.---���-· ..... """ ·"'-""__._. -···-:.....�r·'-. -� .. ��...._...-..... «�·-�� ... ��-··n 
[Use the following option if the petitioner is claiming it takes' a certain amount.of time (i.e. 1 year, 18 months; 
� �yea.rS, etc.) to become proficient in the [woducts, policies, processes, methodologies, framework, projects]� 
�d that period of training/ experience would not hive allowed the· beneficiaiy to have been employed in the 
purponed specialized knowledge position for. at·least one�y� _ _p!:lor -�-:.£o1Ili!!g_!<?.:...t!I�_U.S�Jf2!_Pian_ke� 
�ens!Q�)...2!P!i.9I_!2_t!t�_su�J!l!�.I! of the in!t..apJJ�etition.] · 

(QPfi.Q�AtjFunherinore, you indicate that it would take a minimum of [Ir=@ of training and experience 
to be able to perform the purponed specialized knowledge duties. 

The beneficiary began working for the company abroad on [Q!�J. If it takes a minimum of fi'Ty� to 
acquire the knowledge and skills necessary to perform the purponed. sp��alize����l�ge duties, then the 
beneficiary would only have been able to s_tan performing those duties in �P�h� .. s>f�QJJJ. 

' � . "' ... �-----·--···-··-,.��-.. ---�,-7-;� :-r----�-.�--·�·---. ----··-..-"--1 

�� ��-�P-�t!��!J-_yvas filed on r�!�.P�-�9.�:tn . '��J!!�-�] [Q!L:Th� benef.!9,a.!Y.��-¥.rl!�.��-IJ!,�Jl.I.li!�·S.�!� 
�[�t.€:.:.ofarriv�]]. Therefore, the bene!l-<::!�.-���nly been performing the duties that you conten(� 
associated with specialized knowledge for �eyen O!Q!l� at the time of the filing of the instant petition j[ OR -�! 
!h�:��!ij�}'!_e!��fust:ii!rl��-�!l!f!l:�V!ili�!��t�f Consequendyi according to the contentions you have made, 
the beneficiary has not been employed abroad for at least one continuous year in a position that involved the 
claimed specialized knowledge. · · 

. . ' 
'[Q{QQ�::·Q�.� You did not indicate that the position abroad was manageri� or executive. In addition, the 
submitted evidence was insufficient to show that the position abroad was managerial or executive. 

oR L� . .....J 

For the foregoing reasons, . .you have not established that the peneficiary has been employed abroad in a 
position that was managerial, executive, or involved specialized· knowledge. 

Does the Beneficiary Possess Specialized Knowledge? 

The second of the three issues to be disci.Issed is whether the beneficiary possesses specialized knowledge. In 
. examining the specialized mowledge of the beneficiary, USCIS will look to your description of the 
beneficiary's employment, experience, training, and education and determine based on the evidence you have 
provided, whether the beneficiary meets the statutory and regulatory requirement of possessing specialized 
knowledge. · · 

In the cover letter dited Q::>_£�]· you describe the beneficiary's employment, eXperience, training, and education 
as follows: · 

· 
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t!i!i�oo��]p_��!i2:�er'i<i,�_ctiRti<>�J 

The description and/ or documentation .JE?_su��� .. -���-�-ben�<:!�-�-�--�-��g�- of !�Jl:>. 
experience, . and training with various [products, policies,, processes, me¢.odologies, framewo!!J�Qj��] 
including [��fn�es ·or�p:foducti:��lici�LP.!.0.£��._")�:!��C?s!9lt:?g!e5,_j!��workLPIQje�]. However, 
USCIS cannot conclude based on the evidence submitted that the beneficiary has knowledge or experience in 
the field of [iiiSenoccui?����] that is signifiCa.ndy different from that possessed by similarly employed workers 
i.n the same industry. 

· · 

�CE]-��E_der to__,�PP.��-y�� .. ����.!. .. th�.-�en��ary_g���-experience and job-related training of 
your 1£f<:J4��i ��g_�._p�ess�!-.IP:_�tho_<!Q_lQg!_�� -fram�:wor!"'R�j�] through employment and experience 
with your organization. The beneficiary along with others employed by your organizcition, like any other 
tfQI:<:_i�.RC?itti(?ii_)'i�_�]. is resp�msible for the !)arne or similar job duties. Howev��you __ �a':�.!l£���<:>!1���� 
�t t!t�-g�_!l'� __ knowledg�_<:>L�d familiarity with your organizati9n's I:P!94.l:lS�� 'RQ_�fi.�;_:.P!..0.���.1 
�-e.thodolc:>&i:es.!J!am�S;�rkt.PI.i:?i�S!§] equates to specialized knowledge. · · 

, 
- -

�G} The do�entation submitted in regards to the beneficiary' �-trai!!!D,g [did not list the length of 
each training course 0� indicates each training course was completed in [!iW!!�] days or less.] Therefore, it 
appears that the knowledge of the subject matters listed <;:>n the training record is easily transferrable to other 
employees with the same or Similar experience as that of the beneficiary. Moreover, the training received .. 
appears to be common in the [�it�2££ll.P.atio�] field. 

· 

[mY�fi_Q�:J Similarly, although. you submi�ed copies _ _  �[_ th�---�����:;;, formal education records, a 
bachelor's or higher degree is commonly required for an IJ'O.rE;!gn_�qs)ti_O.l1 J!t!�] and relate�_2£�patio�-�d 
employers favor applicants who already have relevant skills and experience in the field CITE J1:!!L!!�JJ 
��� �- As this !�'Y.Pica!_�g�ement for persons in the beneficiary's field, obtaining a bachelor's or 
master's degree in the [!ns�:.t<?ccu�tio:g] field, in and of itself, does not amount to "special" or "advanced" 
knowledge. 

�����X����f1e ����:y
: � ;���J �!u7l!s��:��:����!'�:e��j · ,. .. _&! .. _ .. ., g Y P Y [p ___ ,d, ___ P ___ ,, __ "·-�--P _________ -------"'"--�---·---�-·--···--···&!-� ....... ... ·d--�·-·------

R!.<?ie�Jand experience with your organization doe.S not necessarily establish that such knowledge is 
something that others in the industry could not readily obtain with litde or no disruption to your company's 
operations. Stating that other workers in the field may not haye the same level of �erience or trai:hlng with 
your proprietary products, tools, and services, or with yo� client specific projects is not enough to establish 
the beneficiary as an employee possessing specialized �owledge. . ' 

• �--. _,.._, ;.�•=�.,.;.,........,�\���-r'i'"""" """';""''M- ··.-��-�
�

-·�w,.·•-·��''' "'""""-
,
-�� .. �""",_._ .. ,�---, 

Generalized knowledge of a company's [R!Q .. �UC�i J?.2liq_�; .. PLO..���._m�_tflci.4?logies, -�ework, proje�J � 
�!:�Y.---·����sha!>}.�.----;-�2.�----,-=�p;e�alized knowledge . of �ose

_ 
s�e . [produ��j mli�g�__......_.Rros��� 

P.:l�!l:lQ4.9.�Q�!S_;_ __ f!�:work,: 'B�OJe�L ___ �thol.!g��t!:!_����--�9�-·�--�---����p:e� to have acqurred 
knowledge of your .IP!'-�1}--�� R<2�9.�tJl.!'2£.��·- Il!�Aolo��J!�e�Q!_!!_P.!C?it.�!§] while working for 
your company abroad, you have not adequately established how the beneficiary's knowledge rises to the level 
of special or advanced, as contemplated by the regulations. 

- . 
A determination regarding the beneficiary's claimed specialized knowledge cannot be made if you do not, at a 
minimum, articulate .with a high degree of specificity the nature of the beneficiary's knowledge; how such 
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knowledge is typically gained within the organization; and how and when the beneficiary gained such 
knowledge. 

Furthermore, you have not adequately described how such knowledge is typically gained within the 
organization, other than claiming that the beneficiary is familiar, and has experience with your [products, 
policies, processes, methodologies, fi:-ame�ork, projects]. 

Many companies will have developed their own [products, policies, processes, methodologies, framework, 
projects] that their employees are familiar with and use to perform the duties associated with their respective 
jobs; however, it cannot be concluded that the familiarity with these things alone equates to specialized 
knowledge as contemplated by the regulations. Otherwise, most employees at an organization would be 
considered to have specialized knowledge. 

You also have not demonstrated how the beneficiary's education, training, and experience have resulted in 
specialized knowledge of your product, service, research, equipmeiu, techniques, management, or other 
interests and its application in international markets, or an advanced level of knowledge or expertise in the 
organization's processes and procedures. 

In this case, the documentation of the beneficiary's training and experience with your tools, processes, and 
methodologies with your foreign company is insufficient to establish the beneficiary as an individual with 
specialized knowledge. The evidence of record does not establish that the beneficiary, possesses a special or 
advanced level of knowledge in the [insert occupation J field or that the beneficiary has knowledge that is 
special or advanced compared to other similarly experienced [Forei� Position Title] or persons in a related 
occupation in the same field. 

Based on the reasons discussed above, you have not established that the beneficiary possesses specialized 
knowledge. 

Will the Beneficiary be Fmployed in the United States in a Capacity that Involves Specialized Knowledge? 

The last of the related issues to be discussed is whether the U.S. position of "[US POSffiON TITI.E]" involves 
specialized knowledge. 

[Choose: You described the duties of a [US Position Title] in the United States as being exactly the same as the 
beneficiary's duties performed abroa� as an [Foreign Position Title]. Those duties a:; stated above were listed as: 
OR You described the duties of a [US Position Title] in the United States as follows:] 

[Insert the primary description of dutie§] 

[OPTIONAL] In the cover letter dated [Date] you provided the same description of duties as indicated in the 
original cover letter. 

OR 

[OPTIONAL ]Your additional [ C()Ver letter] dated [Date] states the following in regards to the beneficiary's 
duties in the U. S.: 
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[If a "breakdown" of duties was provided indicating the percentage of time perforlning those 
duties list the beneficiary's primary duties abroad in �e manner indicated above] 

You have explained that the beneficiary will use your [products, policies, processes, methodologies, 
framework, projects] to perform the tasks listed above; however, you have not adequately explained and 
evidenced how the use of your [products, policies, processes, methodologies, framework, projects] in the 
execution of the beneficiary's everyday job duties will involve specialized knowledge. 

It appears that the beneficiary will perform the same or similar duties as other workers in similar positions in 
the field. Therefore, insufficient evidence was presented to show that the position [US Position Tide] , involves 
a special or advanced level of knowledge in the [insert occupation] field or related occupation. 

You indicate that these duties could not be performed by the typical skilled worker, even one with an 
education and professional background similar to the beneficiary because the position involves knowledge of 
your [products, policies, processes, methodologies, framework, projects]. However, there is insufficient 
evidence on record to show that the [products, policies, processes, methodologies, framework, projects] 
pertaining to your organization are different from those applied by any [US Position Tide] or similar position 
working in the same industry. In addition, an assertion that the beneficiary possesses knowledge of your 
products, tools and processes does not necessarily demonstrate specialized knowledge. While individual 
companies will develop [products, policies, processes, methodologies, framework, projects] tailored to their 
own needs, internal processes, and customer specifics, it has not been established that similarly employed 
persons in the field could not readily acquire such company-specific knowledge. 

Indicating, as you have, that the beneficiary possesses knowledge proprietary to your organization is 
insufficient to show that the knowledge is either "special" or "advanced." As noted above, if such knowledge 
can be readily transferred to others employed in the field in an occupation similar to the beneficiary's with litde 
or no disruption to the company's operations, then the knowledge necessary to perform the duties in question 
may not rise to the level of specialized knowledge. 

Accordingly, the evidence of record is insufficient to establish that the U.S. position, [US Position Tide], 
involves a special or advanced level of knowledge in the [insert occupation] field. 

Viewed in its totality, the documentation submitted does not demonstrate by a preponderance of the evidence 
that the employment abroad was in a position that was managerial, executive, or involved specialized 
knowledge; that the beneficiary possesses specialized knowledge; and that the beneficiary's position in the 
United States involves specialized knowledge. 

Off-Site Work with an "Unaffiliated Employer" 

The last issue to be evaluated in this case involves whether the beneficiary is eligible for employment at an 
unaffiliated employer's worksite. 

The L- 1 Visa Reform Act of2004, effective June 06, 2005, states the following: 

SEC. 4 12 . NONIMMIGRANt L-1 VISA CATEGORY. 

(a) IN GENERAL- Section 2 14(c) (2) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 
1 1 84(c) (2)) is amended by adding at the end the following: 
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(F) An alien who will serve in a capacity involving specialized knowledge with 
respect to an employer for purposes of section 1 0 1 (a) ( 1 5) (L) and will be stationed 
primarily at the worksite of an employer other than the petitioning employer or its 
affiliate, subsidiary, or parent shall not be eligible for classification under section 
1 0 1 (a) ( I 5) (L) if--

. 

(i) the alien will be controlled and supervised principally by such unaffiliated 
employer; or 

(ii) the placement of the alien at the worksite of the unaffiliated employer is 
essentially an arrangement to provide labor for hire for the unaffiliated employer, 
rather than a placement in connection With the provision of a product or service for 
which specialized knowledge specific to the petitioning employer is necessary.'. 

(b) APPliCABILITY- The amendn:ient made by subsection (a) shall apply to petitions 
filed on or after the effective date of this subtitle Dune 06, 2005] , whether for initial, 
extended, or amended classification. 

The first part of the issue to be discussed is whether the alien will be controlled and supervised principally by 
the unaffiliated employer. 

[Insert analysis for first part of isSue] [OPTIONAL: You did not provide any documentary evidence in regards 
to the control and supervision of the beneficiary on the end-client project with [end-client name] . Therefore, 
USCIS is unable to determine whether the beneficiary will principally controlled and supervised by you or the 
unaffiliated employer. OR [USCIS will not dispute your claim that the beneficiary will be supervised and 
controlled by you in order to establish the first requirement of the L- 1 Visa Reform Act. Thus, according to 
your statements and supporting documentation, it appears that the beneficiary will be controlled and 
supervised principally by you.] 

The second part of the issue to be discussed is whether the placement of the beneficiary at the worksite of the 
unaffiliated employer is essentially an arrangement to provide labor for hire for the unaffiliated employer, 
rather than a placement in connection with the provision of a product or service for which specialized 
knowledge specific to the petitioning employer is necessary. 

[Insert analysis in regards to the submitted documentation; what do the contracts/work orders/end-client 
letter say?] 

According to the submitted documentation, the service you are providing is, essentially, labor for hire. No 
documentary evidence was presented to show that specialized knowledge specific to [petitioner] is necessary in 
order to perform the work on the [end-client nam�j project. 

OR 

As stated above, you did not provide any documentary evidence in regar� to the work to be performed on the 
end-client project with [end-client name]. Therefore, USCIS is unable to detern:iine whether specialized 
knowledge specific to [p�titione:t:J is necessary in order to perform the work on the [end-client name] project. 
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Accordingly, you have not established that the placement of the beneficiary at the worksite of the unaffiliated 
employer is not labor for hire . 

FINAL CONCLUSION: 

The burden of proof to establish eligibility for a desired preference rests with you the petitioner. Here, that 
burden has not been met. 

Consequently, the petition is denied for the above stated reasons, with each considered as an independent and 
alternative basis for denial. 
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You filed Fonn 1- 1 29, Petition for a Nonimmigrant Worker on [Filing Date], with the United States Qtizenship 
and hnmigration Services ("USCIS") in order to classify the beneficiary as an intracompany transferee pursuant 
to section 1 0 1  (a)( l  S) (L) of the hnmigration and Nationality Act ("INA") .  

You, [Petitioner's Name], an [Insert Type of Business listed in Part 5] entity, seek authorization to employ the 
beneficiary, [Name of Beneficiary] , temporarily in the United States as a [US Position Tide] . 

You state that the beneficiary has been employed abroad as an [Foreign Position Tide] for your organization 
since [Start Date] . You now seek to transfer the beneficiary to the United States in L- 1 B status for a period of 
three years. You indicate that the beneficiary will be working primarily (CHOOSE: onsite at your location in 
[Location] in support of a project for the end-client, [End-Client Name]. OR onsite at your location in 
[Location]. OR offsite in [Location] in support of a project for the end-client, [End-Client Name] .] 

[OPTIONAL: �:(�g_ an extension �d 01:1_ a bian.Itet �_!!tio!!] The beneficiary has been employed as a 
[Position Tide] by you in L- 1 status since [Date] . The beneficiary was admitted to the United States pursuant to 
a blanket L-1 petition [Receipt number: WAC or EAC number] filed by [Blanket petitioner] . In matters relating 
to an extension of a nonimmigrant visa petition validity involving the same petitioner, beneficiaries, and 
underlying facts, USCIS will generally give deference to a prior determination of eligibility. However, each 
nonimmigrant petition filing is a separate proceeding with a separate record and separate burden of proof. 8 
CFR 1 03.8(d). In making a determination of statutory eligibility, USCIS is limited to the infonnation contained 
in the individual record of proceeding. 8 CFR 1 03 .2(b) ( 16){ii) . The current petition is the first individual 
petition filed on behalf of the beneficiary with USCIS. Thus, USCIS must determine whether the beneficiary is 
eligible under each requirement for the requested classification.] 

The [three] issues to be evaluated are related but distinct: ( I )  whether employment abroad was in a position 
that was managerial, executive, or involved specialized knowledge; (2) whether the beneficiary possesses 
specialized knowledge; and (3) whether the beneficiary's position in the United States involves specialized 
knowledge. All three of these criteria must be established in order for the L- 1 petition to be approved. 
[OPTIONAL: If denial is also for "Off-Site" Employment Further, in the case of an L- IB  petition, even if you 
establish that the position and beneficiary meet these three criteria, you must further establish by a 
preponderance of the evidence that the prospective employment is not in fact an arrangement to provide labor 
for hire for an unaffiliated employer ill the United States.] 

Upon initial filing, you submitted the following evidence: 

• Your cover letter describing the beneficiary's duties abroad; the beneficiary's knowledge, education, 
training, and employment; the beneficiary's duties in the United States; and the beneficiary's project in 
the United States; 

• Counsel's cover letter describing the beneficiary's duties abroad; the beneficiary's knowledge, 
education, training, and employment; the beneficiary's duties in the United States; and the 
beneficiary's project in the United States; 

• Letter from the beneficiary's supervisor(s) describ�g the beneficiary's duties with the organization 
abroad; 

. .. . . .  ·�· . , 

• Copies of the beneficiary's personnel records; 
• Copy of the foreign entity's organizational chart; 
• Letter from the beneficiary's supervisor(s) describing the beneficiary's training and experience with 

the organization abroad; 
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• A copy of the beneficiary's resume; 
• A copy of the beneficiary's college degree and school transcripts; 
• Copies of the beneficiary's training records;· 
• Copy of the United States entity's orgallizati�nal <:hart; ang 
• Other [Describe in detail] ; 

Subsequent to the filing of the petition, you were requested to provide additional documentation to establish 
eligibility for the classification sought. USCIS provided a list of suggested evidence you may submit to meet this 
requirement and advised you that any other evidence may also be submitted if you believed it would satisfy the 
request. 

In response to that request, you submitted the following additional documentation: 

• An additional cover letter describing the beneficiary's duties abroad, the beneficiary's knowledge, 
education, training, and employment, and the beneficiary's duties in the United States; 

• Other [Describe in detail]; 

To establish eligibility for the nonimmigrant L- 1 visa classification, the petition must meet the criteria outlined 
in INA 1 0 1  (a) ( 1 5) (L) and 8 CFR 2 14.2(1) ( 1  ) (ii) : 

. . .  an alien who, within 3 years preceding the time of his application for admission into the 
United States, has been employed continuously for one year by a firm or corporation or other 
legal entity or an affiliate or subsidiary thereof and who seeks to enter the United States 
temporarily in order to continue to render his services to the same employer or a subsidiary or 
affiliate thereof in a capacity that is managerial, executive, or involves specialized knowledge, 
and the alien spouse and minor children of any such alien if accompanying him or following 
to join him; 

Titlf; 8, Code of Federal Regulations ("8 CFR") 2 14.2(1) (3) states that an individual petition filed on Form 1-
1 29 shall be accompanied by: 

(i) Evidence that the petitioner and the organization which employed or will employ the alien 
are qualifying organizations as defined in paragraph (l) ( 1 )  (ii) (G) of this section. 
(ii) Evidence that the alien will be employed in an executive, managerial, or specialized 
knowledge capacity, including a detailed description of the services to be performed. 
(iii) Evidence that the alien has at least one continuous year of full-time employment abroad 
with a qualifying organization within the three years preceding the filing of the petition. 
(iv) Evidence that the alien's prior year of employment abroad was in a position that was 
managerial, executive, or involved specialized knowledge and that the alien's prior education, 
training, and employment qualifies him/her to perform the intended services in the United 
States; however, the work in the United States need not be the same work which the alien 
performed abroad. 

INA 2 14(c) (2) (B) provides the framework for the specialized knowledge transferee: 

For purposes of section 1 0 1 (a) ( 1 5) (L) , ari alien is considered to be serving in a capacity 
involving specialized knowledge with respect to a company if the alien has a special 
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knowledge of the company product and its application in international markets or has an 
advanced level ofknowledge of processes and procedures of the company. 

The regulations at 8 CFR 2 1 4.2(1) ( 1 ) (ii) (D) further define "specialized knowledge" as follows: 

Specialized knowledge means special knowledge possessed by an individual of the petitioning 
organizations product, service, research, equipment, techniques, management, or other 
interests and its application in international markets, or an advanced level of knowledge or 
expertise in the organization's processes and procedures. (Emphasis in original) 

To determine what specialized knowledge is, USCIS must first look to the language of section 2 14(c) (2) (B) 
itself and consider the plain meaning of the terms "special" and "advanced." According to Webster's New 
College Dictionary, the word "special" is commonly found to mean "surpassing the usual" or "exceptional." 
Webster's New College Dictionary, 1084 (3rd Ed. 2008). The dictionary defines the word "advanced" as 
"highly developed or complex" or "at higher level than others." 

It is your burden to establish through the submission of probative evidence that the beneficiary possesses 
"special" or "advanced" knowledge. Therefore, you must articulate with specificity the nature of the claimed 
specialized knowledge, how such knowledge is necessary to perform the duties described in the petition, and 
how the beneficiary gained such knowledge. USCIS will consider this, and all other relevant evidence 
presented, in determining whether the beneficiary possesses the requisite specialized knowledge. 

Has the Beneficiary Been Employed Abroad in a Position that was Managerial, Executive, or Involved 
Specialized Knowledge? 

The first of the three issues to be discussed is whether the position abroad was managerial, executive, or 
involved specialized knowledge. In examining the beneficiary's position abroad, USCIS will look to your 
description of the beneficiary's job duties abroad and whether, based on the evidence you have provided, those 
duties in fact met the regulatory requirement that they be managerial, executive, or involved specialized 
knowledge. 

Your [cover letter] dated [insert date] , describes the beneficiary's duties abroad, in part, as follows: 

• [If the list of duties abroad is 5 sentences or less, list all the duties. OR If the duties are 
more than 5 sentences, use the first two duties and add " . . .  " and the last duty. Example: 
Develop and Test Applications . .  Identify solu.tions for critical problems .. . Discuss problem 
resolution with team members.] 

[OPTIONAL]Your additional [cover letter] dated [Date] states the following in regards to the beneficiary's 
duties abroad: 

· • [If a "breakdown" of duties was provided indicating the percentage of time performing 
those duties list the beneficiary's primary d\lties abroad in the manner indicated above] 

You have explained that the beneficiary used your [products" policies, processes, methodologies, framework� 
projects] to perform the tasks listed above. However, while it appears that the beneficiary has become 
competent in the use and application of your [prod\lcts; poliqes,, pr()cesses, methodologies, framework� 
projects], you have not adequately explained and provided evidence to show how this proficiency equates 
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to specialized knowledge as contemplated by the regulations. It app�s that the beneficiary perfonned the 
same or similar duties as other workers in a similar position in the field. 

Therefore, you have not established that the position abroad involved specialized knowledge. 

[Use the following option if the petitioner is claiming it t:akes a certain amount of time (i.e. 1 year, 1 8  months, 
2 years, etc.) to become proficient in the [products, policies, processes, methodologies, framework, projects] , 
and that period of training/ experience would not have allowed the beneficiary to have been employed in the 
purponed specialized knowledge position for at least one year prior to coming to the U.S. (for blanket 
extensions) or prior to the submission of the instant petition.] 

(OPTIONAL]Funhermore, you indicate that it would take a minimum oft .S years of training and experience 
to be able to perfonn the purported specialized knowledge duties. 

The beneficiary began working for the company abroad on [Date] . If it takes a minimum of 1 .5 yea.rS to 
acquire the knowledge and skills · necessary to perfonn the purponed specialized knowledge duties, then the 
beneficiary would only have been able to stan performing those duties in September of 20 1 1 . 

The instant petition was filed on [date petition was file� toR: The beneficiary first arrived in the United States 
on [date of arrival]]. Therefore, the beneficiary had only been performing the duties that you contend are 
associated with specialized knowledge for seven months at the time of the filing of the instant petition [OR at 
the time he/she first arrived in the United States]. Consequendy, according to the contentions you have made, 
the beneficiary has not been employed abroad for at least one continuous year in a position that involved the 
claimed specialized knowledge. 

[CHOOSE ONE� You did not indicate that the position abroad was managerial or executive. In addition, the 
submitted evidence was insufficient to show that the position abroad was managerial or executive. 

OR 

INSERT analysis about managerial or executive positions. ] 

For the foregoing reasons, you have not established that the beneficiary has been employed abroad in a 
position that was managerial, executive, or involved specialized knowledge. 

Does the Beneficiary Possess Specialized Knowledge? 

The second of the three issues to be discussed is whether the beneficiary possesses specialized knowledge. In 
examining the specialized knowledge of the beneficiary, USCIS will look to your description of the 
beneficiary's employment, experience, training, and education and determine, based on the evidence you have 
provided, whether the beneficiary meets the statutory and regulatory requirement of possessing specialized 
knowledge. 

In the cover letter dated [Date] you describe the beneficiary's employment, experience, training, and education 
as follows: 

[Insert counsel/petitioner's description;] 
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The description and/ or documentation you submitted show the beneficiary has a wide range of skills, 
experience, and training with various [products, policies, processes, methodologies, framework, projects] 
including Unsen names of products, polici�,- process�, methodologies, framework, projects] . However, 
USCIS cannot conclude based on the evidence submitted that the beneficiary has knowledge or experience in 
the field of [insen occupation] that is significandy different from that possessed by similarly employed workers 
in the same industry. 

'[EXPERIENCE] In order to support your services, the beneficiary gained experience and job-related training of 
your [products, policies, processes, methodologies, framework, projects] through employment and experience 
with your organization. The beneficiary along with others employed by your organization, like any other 
[Foreign Position Tide] , is responsible for the same or similar job duties. However, you have not demonstrated 
that the general knowledge of and familiarity with your organization's [prO<iucts,, policies, processes, 
methodologies, framework, projects] equates to specialized knowledge. 

[TRAINING] The documentation submitted in regards to the beneficiary's training [did not list the length of 
each training course OR indicates each training course was completed in [Number] days or less.] Therefore, it 
appears that the knowledge of the subject matters listed on the training record is easily transferrable to other 
employees with the same or similar experience as that of the beneficiary. Moreover, the training received 
appears to be common in the [insen occupatio]}] field. 

[EDUCATION] Similarly, although you submitted copies of the beneficiary's formal education records, a 
bachelor's or higher degree is commonly required for an [Foreign Position Tide] and related occupations and 
employers favor applicants who already have relevant skills and experience in the field CITE 11IE USDOL 
WEBSITE HERE. As this is a typical requirement for persons in the beneficiary's field, obtaining a bachelor's or 
master's degree in the Omen occupation] field, in and of itself, does not amount to "special" or "advanced" 
knowledge. 

[PROPRIETARY KNOWLEDGE] Many employees can be said to possess unique skills or experience to some 
degree. Possession ofknowledge of your company's [products, }xJlicies, processes, methodologies, framework, 
projects] and experience with your organization does not necessarily establish that such knowledge is 
something that others in the industry could not readily obtain with litde or no disruption to your company's 
operations. Stating that other workers in the field may not have the same level of experience or training with 
your proprietary products, tools, and services, or with your client specific projects is not enough to establish 
the beneficiary as an employee possessing specialized knowledge. 

Generalized knowledge of a company's [products, policies, processes, methodologies, framework, projects] is 
typically distinguishable from specialized knowledge of those same [products, policies, processes, 
methodologies, framework, projects]. Altho�gh the beneficiary in this case appears to have acquired 
knowledge of your [products, policies, processes, methodologies, framework, projects] while working for 
your company abroad, you have not adequately established how the beneficiary's knowledge rises to the level 
of special or advanced, as contemplated by the regulations. 

A determination regarding the beneficiary's claimed specialized knowledge cannot be made if you do not, at a 
minimum, articulate with a high degree of specificity the nature of the beneficiary's knowledge; how such 
knowledge is typically gained within the organization; and how and when the beneficiary gained such 
knowledge. 
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Furthennore, you have not adequately described how such knowledge is typically gained within the 
organization, other than claiming that the beneficiary is familiar, and has experience with your [products, 
policies, processes, methodologies, framework, projects] . 

Many companies will have developed their own [producl:S; policies, processes, methodologies, framework, 
projects] that their employees are familiar with and use to perform the duties associated with their respective 
jobs; however, it cannot be concluded that the familiarity with these things alone equates to specialized 
knowledge as contemplated by the regulations. Otherwise, most employees at an organization would be 
considered to have spedalized knowledge. 

You also have not demonstrated how the benefidary' s education, training, and experience have resulted in 
spedalized knowledge of your product, service, research, equipment, techniques, management, or other 
interests and its application in international markets, or an advanced level of knowledge or expertise in the 
organization's processes and procedures. 

In this case, the documentation of the benefidary' s training and experience with your tools, processes, and 
methodologies with your foreign company is insuffident to establish the benefidary as an individual with 
spedalized knowledge. The evidence of record does not establish that the benefidary, possesses a spedal or 
advanced level of knowledge in the [insert occupation] field or that the benefidary has knowledge that is 
spedal or advanced compared to other similarly experienced [Foreign Position Title] or persons in a related 
occupation in the same field. 

Based on the reasons discussed above, you have not established that the benefidary possesses spedalized 
knowledge. 

Will the Beneficiary be Employed in the United States in a Capacity that Involves Specialized Knowledge? 

The last of the related issues to be discussed is whether the U.S. position of " [US POSffiON TITLE]" involves 
spedalized knowledge. 

[Choose: You described the duties of a [US Position Title] in the United States as being exactly the same as the 
benefidary's duties performed abroad as an [Foreign Position Title] . Those duties as stated above were listed as: 
OR You described the duties of a [US Position Tide] in the United States as follows:] 

[Insert the primary description of dutieS] 

[OPTIONAL J In the cover letter dated [Date] you provided the same description of duties as indicated in the 
original cover letter. 

OR 

[OPTIONAL]Your additional [cover letter] dated [Date] states the following in regards to the benefidary's 
duties in the U. S.: 

[If a "breakdown" of duties was provided indicating the percentage of time performing those 
duties list the benefidary's primary duties abroad in the manner indicated above] 
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You have explained that the beneficiary will use your [products� policies, processes, methodologies, 
framework, projects] to perform the tasks listed above; however, you have not adequately explained and 
evidenced how the use of your [products� P<>lic::ies. processes, methodologies, . framework, projects]in the 
execution of the beneficiary's everyday job duties will involve specialized knowledge. 

It appears that the beneficiary will perform the same or similar duties as other workers in similar positions in 
the field. Therefore, insufficient evidence was presente.<f to show that the position [US Position Tide] , involves 
a special or advanced level of knowledge in the [insert occupation] field or related occupation. 

You indicate that these duties could not be performed by the typical skilled worker, even one with an 
education and professional background similar to the beneficiary because the position involves knowledge of 
your [products, policies, processes, methodologies, framework, projects] . However, there is insufficient 
evidence on record to show that the [products, policies, processes, methodologies, framework, projects] 
pertaining to your organization are different from those applied by any [US Position Tide] or similar position 
working in the same industry. In addition, an assertion that the beneficiary possesses knowledge of your 
products, tools and processes does not necessarily demonstrate specialized knowledge. While individual 
companies will devclop [products, policies, processes,. methodologies, framework, projects] tailored to their 
own needs, internal processes, and customer specifics, it has not been established that similarly employed 
persons in the field could not readily acquire such company-specific knowledge. 

Indicating, as you have, that the beneficiary possesses knowledge proprietary to your organization is 
insufficient to show that the knowledge is either "special" or "advanced." As noted above, if such knowledge 
can be readily transferred to others employed in the field in an occupation similar to the beneficiary's with litde 
or no disruption to the company's operations, then the knowledge necessary to perform the duties in question 
may not rise to the level of specialized knowledge. 

Accordingly, the evidence of record is insufficient to establish that the U.S. position, [US Position Tide] , 
involves a special or advanced level of knowledge in the [insert occupation] field. 

Viewed in its totality, the documentation submitted does not demonstrate by a preponderance of the evidence 
that the employment abroad was in a position that was managerial, executive, or involved specialized 
knowledge; that the beneficiary possesses specialized knowledge; and that the beneficiary's position in the 
United States involves specialized knowledge. 

Off-Site Work with an "UnaffiHated Employer,, 

The last issue to be evaluated in this case involves whether the beneficiary is eligible for employment at an 
unaffiliated employer's worksite. 

· 

The L- 1 Visa Reform Act of 2004, effective June 06, 2005, states the following: 

SEC. 4 12. NONIMMIGRANT L- 1 VISA CATEGORY. 

(a) IN GENERAL- Section 2 14(c) (2) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 
1 1 84(c) (2)) is amended by adding at the end the following: 
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(F) An alien w.ho :will serve in . a capacity involving speciafued knowledge with 
respect to an employer' for purposes of section 1 0 1 (a) ( 1 5) (L) and will be stationed 
primarily at the worksite of an employer other than the petitioning employer or its 
affiliate, subsidiary, ·or parent shall J?-ot �e eligible for clil.S.Sification under section 
l'O l (a) ( l S) (L) if-- · · · 

(i) the . alien Will be controlled and supervised principally hy such 
. 
unaffiliated 

employer; or · · 

- (ll) the pla�ent of the alien at the worksite of the unaffiliated employer is · 

essentially an arrangement to provide labor for liire for the unaffiliated employer, 
rather than a placement in connection ·with the provision of a product or service for 
whiCh specialized knowiedge specific to the petitioll.ing employer is necessary.'. 

(b) APPUCABIIlTY- The �endment made by subsection (a) shall apply to petitions 
filed on or after the effective date of this subtitle [June 06, 2005] , whether for initial, 
extended, or amended classification. · 

The first part of th� issue to be discussed is whether the alien will �e controlled and supervised principally by 
the unaffiliated employer. · 

. 
· . . ' · .  , · .  . · . . · 

�-· ��----""""-.�"'7". ___ .._..,.:�.,���""'7'""�-�-��-�·" � ... , .. ....,.�,��� · • l • ' 
' 

' 

[�f!! �.!'_f!!y�J�!_fust E.'!:!! .. 2(�,!!�] [QYf!QB:!\L:; You did not provide any docu:nen�����c.e in regards 
to the control and supervision of the beneficiary on the ·end-client project with [�2.:-s!it:!!!.!!��] . Therefore, 
USCIS is unable to determine whether the beneficiary will principally cormolled ·and supervised by you or the 
unaffiliated employer. P.B musciS will not disiJute your. clairii that the beneficiary will be supervised and 
controlled by you in order· to establish the first requirement of the L-1. Visa R�orm Act. Thus, according to 
your statements and supporting documentation, it appears that the beneficiary ·· will be controlled and 
supervised principally by you.rr · · 

The second part of the issue to be dis�sed is whether the place�pent of the beneficiary at the work.Site of the 
unaffiliated employer is essentially an arrangement to provide labor for hire for the unaffiliated employer, 
ratlier than a placement · in connection with the provision of a product . or service for which specialize4 
knowledge specific to t;he petitioning employer is necessary. · · · ' 

. . 
"'''''W"'M<'"'''-"""-�-�·� ... ,,__.,,.�:,M��">'��"'�"'�""":�"'-�"<'�"�,''""'"'"""N•OVW;''"X''•"""-��, ,.. ... """""'"�'I',"""�""r�'""{��V."-:;'--"<�' '.-"'!1'-..'-"-'-�""l"�>"�-, -, -, 

·-�-�·:�-. -�-��·� 
[Insert:·'aneiy�d:B. i�gards �tQ. Yl���!?IDi!t��1��!i�.Q!!;"·��:A9�Lt!i!L�4t!!�Lw<?!�· ·�t��teng:�c;!!� 
k����YTI . 

' ' ' ' 

According to the submitted docU,mentatlon, the service you are providing is, 'essentially, labor for hire. No 
documentary �vidence was pre5ented to -��9:W that specialized knowledge specific to !Petitio��] is necessary in 
order to p�form the work on the ��-::cl!�t na!!'�] project. · · · . . 

OR 
·�. . 

� . As stated above, you did n�EE�vide anx ... �ocumentary evidence in regards to the work to be perfomied on the 
end-client project wi�._[,ep.d,��L!!:¥ne]. Therefore, _. USOS is unable · to determine���f!l�_ .. ,spepalized 
knowledge specific to !R�!:tP.2�?&1J] is necessary in order to perform the work on the [en<!:·¢lien&!!_�.�] project. 

\ . ' � .. . 
Accordingly, you have not establish�d that the placement of the ben�ciary at the worksite of the unaffi.iiated 

f • • 
•• 

' 
' 
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employer is not labor for hire. 

FINAL CONCLUSIONi 

The burden of proof to establish eligibility for a desired preference rests with you the petitioner. Here, that 
burden has not been met. 

Consequently, the petition is denied for the above stated reasons, with each considered as an independent and 
alternative basis for denial. 
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You have filed Form 1- 1 29, Petition for a Nonimmigrant Worker on behalf of [ilisert name of beneficiary], 
("beneficiary") on [date petition was filed} in order to classify the beneficiary as an intracompany transferee 
with a concurrent request for [CHOOSE:: consulate notification . . . .  change of status . . .  extension of stay.} 

Your organization, [Insert name of petitioner], seeks to employ the beneficiary as an [Insert job tide] . 

[OPTIONAL: for extensions only] The beneficiary has been employed as a [Insert job tide] for your 
organization in L 1 status since [Insert date). classification commenced} Your organization now seeks to 
extend the beneficiary's status for an additional (Insert number of years requested} 

NO QUALYIFYING RELATIONSmP (AFFIUATE) 

The [first, second, third, next,only} issue to be discussed is whether you have a qualifying relationship with 
the foreign company. 

When a petition is filed for this classification you must show a qualifying relationship with the 
beneficiary's foreign employer. You indicate that you have an affiliate relationship with the beneficiary's 
foreign employer. 

8 CFR 2 1 4.2Q) ( l ) (ii) (L) defines the term "affiliate" in the following manner: 

Affiliate means ( 1 )  One of two subsidiaries both of which are owned and controlled by the same 
parent or individual, or (2) One of two legal entities owned and controlled by . the same group of 
individuals, each individual owning and controlling approximately the same share or proportion of 
each entity, or . . . . · 

To establish eligibility as an affiliate, it must be shown that the foreign employer and the petitioning entity 
share common ownership and control. Control may be de jure by reason of ownership of 5 1  per cent of 
outstanding stocks of the other entity or it may be de facto by reason of control of voting shares through 
partial ownership and by possession of proxy votes. 

You submitted the following evidence to establish ownership of the U.S. Comp�y. NAME OF FOREIGN 
CO: 

. 

Qist stock certificates, memberships� etc) 

You state the foreign company, NAME OF FOREIGN CO, is owned as follows: 
(LIST STOCK CERTIFICATES, :MEMBERSHIPS, ETC) 

If the Service were to compare this document to the stock certificates and stock l�er submitte� as 
evidence._J:OU would not be an affiliate of the forei n com any because file majority ownership is � 
onsistent. The majority owner of the foreign company is N. (or) �he companies are !'--'?� __ owned by th� 
d�nti�j!9�Qfindi�2:p.als who each o� an p_:t:Qportionate share of each organi�_�onJ 

In this case, the evidence was insufficient to show that both organizations are owned and controlled by the 
same individual or by an identical group of individuals who each own an proportionate share of each 
organization. Furthermore, the evidence was also insufficient to show that an individual, or identical 
group of individuals has effective de jure or de facto control of both organizations. 
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As such, the beneficiary is ineligible for classification as an Intracompany Transferee. Therefore, the 
petition is denied. 
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You have filed Form I- 1 29, Petition for a Nonimmigrant Worker on behalf of(insert name of beneficiary], 
("beneficiary") on [date petition was filed] in order to classify the beneficiary as an intracompany transferee 
with a concurrent request for [CHOOSE:. consulate notification . . . . change of status . . .  extension of stay.] 

Your organization, [Insert name of petitioner], seeks to employ the beneficiary as an [Insert job title] . 

[OPTIONAL: for extensions only] The beneficiary has been employed as a [Insert job tide] for your 
organization in L1 status since [Insert date L classification commenced]'. Your organization now seeks to 
extend the beneficiary's status for an additional ,[Insert number of years requested]. 

NO QUALIFYING RELATIONSHIP (BRANCH) 

The [first, second, third, next, only] issue to be discussed is whether you have established that you have a 
qualifying relationship with the foreign company. 

The definition of"Branch" is stated in 8 CFR 2 14.2(l) {ii)0) as follows: 

"Branch" means an operating division or office of the same organization housed in a 
different location. 

CHOOSE ONE: You indicate that you are a branch of the foreign company, [NAME]. OR You indicate that the 
foreign company, [NAME], is a branch of your office in the United States. 

You submitted the following documentation in regards to this issue: 

[INSERT ANALYSIS] 
Therefore, insufficient evidence was submitted to demonstrate a qualifying branch relationship with the 
foreign company. 

As such, the beneficiary is ineligible for classification as an Intra-company Transferee. Therefore, the petition is 
denied. 
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You have flled Form 1- 1 29, Petition for a Nonimmigrant Worker on behalf of [insert name of beneficiary), 
("beneficiary") on [date petition was filed] in order to classify the beneficiary as an intracompany transferee 
with a concurrent request for (CHOOSE: consulate notification . . . . change of status . . .  extension of stay.] 

Your organization, (Insert name of petitioner], seeks to employ the beneficiary as an [Insert job title]. 

[OPTIONAL: for extensions only} The beneficiary has been employed as a [Insert job title) for your 
organization in L1 status since [Insert date .L classification commenced]. Your organization now seeks to 
extend the beneficiary's status for an additional ,[Insert number of years requested]'. 

NO QUALIFYING RELATIONSHIP (PARENT /SUBSIDIARY) 

The [first, second, third, next, only] issue to be discussed is whether you have established that you have a 
qualifying relationship with the foreign company. 

The definition of"subsidiary," is stated in 8 CFR 2 1 4.2(1) (ii) (K) as follows: 

Subsidiary means a firm, corporation, or other legal entity of which a parent owns, directly or 
indirectly, more than half of the entity and controls the entity; or owns, directly or indirectly, half of 
the entity and controls the entity; or owns, directly or indirectly, 50 percent of a 50-50-joint venture 
and has equal control and veto power over the entity; or owns, directly or indirectly, less than half of 
the entity, but in fact controls the entity. 

Ownership and control are the determinative factors for establishing a qualifying relationship between United 
States and foreign entities for purposes of "L- 1 "  classification. Accordingly, to establish the existence of such a 
relationship a petitioner must demonstrate ownership and control. 

You indicate that you are the parent company OR a subsidiary of the foreign company, [FOREGN COMPANY 
NAME]. 

You submitted the following evidence in regards to this issue: 

Articles of Incorporation [DATED], indicating tcOMPANY NA.M:EJ authorized [NUMBER] shares. 

Minutes of the meeting j);)ATED] showing [CO:MPANY NA.M:E] sold [NUMBER] shares to [NAME] for 
$0000. 

Stock Certificates 
(list all stocks - who they were issued to, date tll.ey were issued, number of shares issued) 

Stock Ledger . . . 
(list information if different from stock� otherwise you can put -:: matches stock certificates above) 

A wire transfer receipt showing [NAME] as the originator of funds to [COMPANY NAME], on [DATE] 
for the total amount o($0000. . 

.. . . 

EXA.l\.1PLES of how to analyze evidence: 
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You submitted stock certificate ntliilber one showing that [COMPANY NAME] soid. 80,000 shares of stock to 
(NAME OF STOCK OWNER] .  You also submitted a stock subscription agreement showing that in addition to 
the 80,000 shares of stock, [COMPANY NAME] also sold 1 0,000 shares of stock t()_ (NA:¥EJ and 10,000 shares 
of stock to (NAME]. The agreement was signed on January 28, 1 999. 

You submitted a copy of your [YEAR] u.s: Corporation income Tax Rerum shoWing at Scheclule L, Line n 
that you began the year with $ 1 1000 in capita.!_�tock an4 en�ed the year with _$ 1 1000 in capital stock. 

This contradicts the information on the minutes of meeting whiCh says that the par value of the stock is $.0 1 .  
If you had sold 1 ,008 shares of stock, the correct capital investment should be $1 0.08; however, your tax 
record shows that you have sold a total of$ 1 ,000 in capital stock. As such, there is $989.92 in common stock 
issued and not accounted for. The US� cannot determine who actually O'\WS the U.S. company� 

The documentary evidence does not support your explanation of the . u.s. company's past and present 
ownership structure. The record contains stock certificate number __ that was issued in [MONlH/YEAR] to 
[FOREIGN COMPANY NAME] for [# OF SHARFS] shares of the U.S. company's stock. There is nd 
documentary evidence that, at the time this certificate was issued, you received a capital contribution from 
[FOREIGN COMPANY NAME] for these [# OF SHARFS] shares. You also submitted copies of loan agreements 
to show payment for the shares of stock sold to the foreign company; however, as stated above the originator 
of funds must be the owner of the shares of stock. 

Therefore, insufficient evidence was submitted to demonstrate a qualifying relationship with the foreign 
company. 

As such, the beneficiary is ineligible for classification as an Intra-company Transferee. Therefore, the petition is 
denied. 
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You have filed Form r- 1 29, Petition for a Nonimmigrant Worker on behalf o([insert- name of beneficiary], 
("beneficiary") Qn [date petition was filed] in order to classify the beneficiary as an intracompany transferee 
with a concurrent request for [CHOOSE:: consulate notification . . . .  change of status . . . extension of stay.} 

Your organization, [Insert name of petitioner), seeks to employ the beneficiary as {Insert job tide]. 

[OPTIONAL: for extensions olllyj The beneficiary has been employed as a [Insert job tide]! for your 
organization in Ll status since [Insert date :£. classification commenced}. Your organization now seeks to 
extend the beneficiary's status for an additional [Insert number of years request�4]:. 

PHYSICAL PREMISES 

The [first, second, third, next, only J issue to be evaluated is whether you have secured sufficient physical 
premises to house the new office. 

8 CFR 2 14.2(1) (3) (v) and 8 CFR 2 14.2(1) (3) (vi) state that if a petition indicates that the beneficiary is 
coming to the United States as to open or to be employed in a new office in the United States, the 
petitioner shall submit evidence that: 

(A) Sufficient physical premises to house the new office have been secured; 

Upon initial filing, you provided the following evidence in regards to this issue: 

[Insert list of evidence] 

Subsequent to the filing of the petition, users requested that you provide additional documentation to 
establish that you have secured sufficient physical premises to house the new office. users informed you 
at that time that the evidence was insufficient because: 

[Insert reason from your RFE] 
USCIS provided a list of suggested evidence you could submit to meet this requirement and advised you that 
any other evidence could also be submitted if you believed it would satisfy the request. 

On [Date], you responded to that request with the following documentation: 

[Insert list of evidence] 

[Explain why initial evidence �d newly submitteq evidence was insufficient] 

CONCLUSION: 

Considered in its totality, the evidence of record is insufficient to establish that you have secured sufficient 
physical premises to house the new office. 

FINAL CONCLUSION: 
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The burden of proof to establish eligibility for a desired preference rests with the petitioner. Here, that 
burden has not been met. 

One Issue Denial 

Consequently, the petition is denied for the above stated reason. 

Multiple Issue Denial 

Consequently, the petition is denied for the above stated reasons, with each considered as an independent 
and alternative basis for denial. 
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You have filed Form 1- 1 29, Petition for a Nonimmigrant Worker on behalf of ,[insert D.ame of beneficiary] , 
("beneficiary") on [date petition was filed] in order to classify the beneficiary as an intracompany transferee 
with a concurrent request for [CHOOSE:, consulate notification . . . . change of status . . .  extension of stay.] 

Your organization, [Insert name of petitioner] , seeks to employ the beneficiary as [Insert job title] . 

[OPTIONAL: for extensions only] The beneficiary has been employed as a [Insert job title] for your 
organization in L- 1 status since [Insert date L classification commenced] . Your organization now seeks to 
extend the beneficiary's status for an additional [Insert number of years requested] . 

DOING BUSINESS IN THE UNITED STATES 

The [first, second, third, next, only] issue to be evaluated in this case is whether your U.S. organization is 
doing business in accordance with the regulations. 

8 CFR 2 1 4.2(1) (3) (i) mandates that an individual petition for intracompany transferee be accompanied by 
the following: 

Evidence that the petitioner and the organization which employed or will employ the alien 
are qualifying organizations as de�ed in paragraph (l) ( 1 )  (ii) (G) of this section. 

8 CFR 2 1 4.2 {l) ( l ) (ii) (G) provides, in part: 

Qualifying organization means a United States or foreign firm, corporation, or other legal 
entity which: 

(2) Is or will be doing business (engaging in international trade is not required) as an 
employer in the United States and in at least one other country directly or through a 
parent, branch, affiliate, or subsidiary for the duration of the alien's stay in the United 
States as an intracompany transferee; and 

8 CFR 2 1 4.2(l) ( l ) (ii) (H) states: 

Doing business means the regular, systematic, and continuous provision of goods and/or 
services by a qualifying organization and does not include the mere presence of an agent 
or office of the qualifying organization in the United States and abroad. 

Upon initial filing, you provided the following evidence in regards to this issue: 

[Insert list of evidence] 

Subsequent to the filing of the petition, USCIS requested that you provide additional documentation to 
establish that your organization is doing business in the United States. USCIS informed you at that time 
that the evidence initially submitted was insufficient because: 

[Insert reason from your RFE] 
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USCIS provided a list of suggested evidence you could submit to meet this requirement and advised you that 
any other evidence could also be submitted if you believed it would satisfy the request. 

On [Date] , you responded to that request with the following documentation: 

[Insert list of evidence] 

[Explain why initial evidence and newly submitted evidence was insufficient] 

CONCLUSION: 

Viewed in its totality, the evidence of record is insufficient to establish that your organization is engaged in 
the regular, systematic, and continuous provision of goods and/or services in the United States. As a result, 
it does not appear your U.S. organization is doing business in accordance with the regulations. 

FINAL CONCLUSION: 

The burden of proof to establish eligibility for a desired preference rests with the petitioner. Here, that 
burden has not been met. 

One Issue Denial 

Consequently, the petition is denied for the above stated reason. 

Multiple Issue Denial 

Consequently, the petition is denied for the above stated reasons, with each considered as an independent 
and alternative basis for denial. 
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You have flied Form 1- 1 29, Petition for a Nonimmigrant Worker on behalf of[insert name of beneficiary] , 
("beneficiary") on [date petition was filed] in order to classify the beneficiary as an intracompany transferee 
with a concurrent request for (CHOOSE:: consulate notification . . . . change of status . . .  extension of stay.] 

Your organization, [Insert name of petitioner] , seeks to employ the beneficiary as [Insert job tide] . 

[OPTIONAL: for extensions only] �e beneficiary has been employed as a [Insert job tide] for your 
organization in L- 1 status since [Insert date L classification commenced] . Your organization now seeks to 
extend the beneficiary's status for an additional [Inser.t number of years requested] . 

DOING BUSINESS ABROAD 

The [first, second, third, next, only] issue to be evaluated in this case is whether your foreign organization 
has been doing business in accordance with the regulations. 

8 CFR 2 1 4.2(1) (3) (i) mandates that an individual petition for intracompany transferee be accompanied by 
the following: 

Evidence that tij.e petitioner and the organization which employed or will employ the alien 
are qualifying organizations as defined in paragraph (l) ( 1 )  (ii) (G) of this section. 

8 CFR 2 1 4.2(l) ( l ) (ii) (G) provides, in part: 

Qualifying organization means a United States or foreign flllll, corporation, or other legal 
entity which: 

(2) Is or will be doing business (engaging in international trade is not required) as an 
employer in the United States and in at least one other country direcdy or through a 
parent, branch, affiliate, or subsidiary for the duration of the alien's stay in the United 
States as an intracompany transferee; and 

8 CFR 2 1 4.2(1) ( I )  (ii) (H) states: 

Doing business means the regular, systematic, and continuous provision of goods and/or 
services by a qualifying organization and does not include the mere presence of an agent 
or office of the qualifying organization in the United States and abroad. 

Upon initial filing, you provided the following evidence in regards to this issue: 

[Insert list of evidence] 

Subsequent to the filing of the petition, USCIS requested that you provide additional documentation to 
establish that your foreign organization was doing business abroad. USCIS informed you at that time that 
the evidence initially submitted was insufficient because: 

[Insert reason from your RFE] 
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USCIS provided a list of suggested evidence you could submit to meet this requirement and advised you that 
any other evidence could also be submitted if you believed it would satisfy the request. 

On [Date], you responded to that request with the following documentation: 

[Insert list of evidence] 

[Explain why initial evideJ;tce and newly subirutted evidt!Ilce was insufficient] 
CONCLUSION: 

Considered in its totality. the evidence of record is insufficient to establish that your foreign organization has 
been engaged in the regular. systematic, and continuous provision of goods and/or services abroad. As a 
result, it does not appear your foreign organization has been doing business in accordance with the 
regulations. 

FINAL CONCLUSION: 

The burden of proof to establish eligibility for a desired preference rests with the petitioner. Here, that 
burden has not been met. 

One Issue Denial 

Consequently. the petition is denied for the above stated reason. 

Multiple Issue Denial 

Consequently. the petition is denied for the above stated reasons, with each considered as an independent 
and alternative basis for denial. 
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You filed Fonn 1- 1 29,  Petition for a Nonimmigrant Worker on [Filing Date] , with the United States Citizenship 
and Immigration Services ("USCIS") in order to classify the beneficiary as an intracompany transferee pursuant 
to section 1 0 1  (a) (1 5) (L) of the Immigration and Nationality Act ("INA"). 

You, [Petitioner's Name]' an [hiSen Type of �us.iP:esS listed in Part S] entity' seek authorization to employ the 
beneficiary, [N.ax,n� ofBenefi.ciil!}']. temporarily in the United States as a [US Position Ti��· 

You state that tl_le beneficiary has been employed abroad as an (Forf!ign Position 'n��] for your organization 
since [Start; Dat�] . You now seek to transfer the beneficiary to the United S�tes in ��- 1 B status for a period of 
three years. You indicate that the beneficiary will be working primarily [CHooSE:. onsite at your location in 
[Location] in support of a. project for the end-client, [End�Client Nam�. OR onsite at your location in 
[Locatiol\]. OR offsite in [J.pca,tio�1 in support of a project for the end-client, ���_di�t Na.rne] .] 

[OPTIONA.i:; [seeking an �extension based on a blanket petition� The beneficiary has been employed as a 
[Position Ti��] by you in L- 1 status sinc�JPate]. ]'h� J?-��9.ary was adz:rli!te�d to the!:Jnited States pursuant to 
a blanket L- 1 petition [Receipt number: 'f!i!Af;r?! �G 111ll!lb.� filed by I}B�e� p�tigoneij]. In matters relating 
to an extension of a nonimmigrant visa petition validity involving the same petitioner, beneficiaries, and 
underlying facts, USCIS will generally give deference to a prior detennination of eligibility. However, each 
nonimmigrant petition filing is a separate proceeding with a separate record and separate burden of proof. 8 
CFR 1 03.8(d) . In making a detennination of statutory eligibility, USCIS is limited to the information contained 
in the individual record of proceeding. 8 CFR 1 03.2 (b) ( I 6) (ii) . The current petition is the first individual 
petition filed on behalf of the beneficiary with USCIS. Thus, USCIS must detennine whether the beneficiary is 
eligible under each requirement for the requested classification.] 

The [three] issues to be evaluated are related but distinct: ( I )  whether employment abroad was in a position 
that was managerial, executive, or involved specialized knowledge; (2) whether the beneficiary possesses 
specialized knowledge; and (3) whether the beneficiary's position in the United States involves specialized 
knowledge. All three of t.hese criteria must be estab�shed in order for the L- 1 petition to be approved. 
(OPTIONM_:� Ifd���� is · ais2J2!·':gt'r-�ite" Employrnen� Further, in the case of an L- 1 B petition, even if your 
establish that the position and beneficiary meet these three criteria, you must further establish by a 
preponderance of the evidence that the prospective empl�yment is not in fact an arrangement to provide labor 
for hire for an unaffiliated employer in the United States.� 

Upon initial filing, you submitted the following evidence: 
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� }'our cover letter desoibing the beneficiary's duties abroad; the beneficiary's lmowledge, education, 
training, and empl()):l!!l_�!i_t!l���ft9�� -����.!Il t!!� !:!�tt;_4�1:!t�_L '!Il�.t:lt� ben�ci�'s project in 
the United States� 

·--· -··"- """""" ' 

• Counsel's cover letter desoibing the beneficiary's duties abroad; the beneficiary's knowledge, 
:education, training, and employment; __ !he _p��ftf;i¥Y\ 4���- P':l t4.e Q�t�� Stat{!S; and the 
Pei1efidary's project in the United States; __ _ 

. .. . � . . . 

• Letter from the benefidi!!}''s supervisor(s) describing the benefid!tty's duties with the organization · 

�broad: ····· · ····· ..... . ... .. .... ····--·-· ··· ··· · - ·  · -- - · · · · - - . . . .. .. .. ... ... ... . . ... ·· · · ··· ·· ·· · 

' . - ...... .. - ' ''"""""! 
• Copies of the beneficiary's personnel records( 
• Copy of the foreign entity's organizational �tJ ____ .. _ 

. 

•• Letter from the benefici�'s �p�r.(sl_��sr!��g __ the b�e�9ill'}''s _training _and experience with 
��- �!g�q_<?I! �pr()�-4! 
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• A copy of the benefictary' s resume! . .. . . . .. 
• A copy of the benefictary' s college degree a.J!4.s�l l:!:.�cri.P�i 
• Copies of the beneficiary's training records� 
• Copy of the United States ei!_titis O!�f:i�����; .il!l� 
• Othe.r [Descri�e_ii!._cietaiJ]; 

Subsequent to the filing of the petition, you were requested to provide additional documentation to establis� 
eligibility for the classification sought. USCIS provided a list of suggested evidence you may submit to meet this 
requirement and advised you that any other evidence may also be submitted if you believed it would satisfy the 
request. 

In response to that request, you submitted the following additional documentation: 
" - · " · " · - - · - - '-

• An additional cover letter describing the benefictary's duties abroad, the benefictary's knowledge, 
education, training, and eiJ1pl()��.h �.ci.fu�.�e�9�' s cil:ltiesJn .�e.Yil.i..!e.<:l����i 

� Other [I>�gi��!Jl clc:!!ail] 

To establish eligibility for the nonimmigrant L- 1 visa classification, the petition must meet the criteria outlined 
in INA 1 0 1  (a) ( I S) (L) and 8 CFR 2 1 4.20) ( I ) (ii) : 

. . .  an alien who, within 3 years preceding the time of his application for admission into the 
United States, has been employed continuously for one year by a firm or corporation or other 
legal entity or an affiliate or subsidiary thereof and who seeks to enter the United States 
temporarily in order to continue to render his services to the same employer or a subsidiary or 
affiliate thereof in a capacity that is managerial, executive, or involves specialized knowledge, 
and the alien spouse and minor children of any such alien if accompanying him or following 
to join him; 

Title 8, Code of Federal Regulations ("8 CFR") 2 1 4.20) (3) states that an individual petition filed on Form I
I 2 9 shall be accompanied by: 

(i) Evidence that the petitioner and the organization which employed or will employ the alien 
are qualifying organizations as defined in paragraph (l) ( I  )(ii) (G) of this section. 
(ii) Evidence that the alien will be employed in an executive, managerial, or specialized 
knowledge capadty, including a detailed description of the services to be performed. 
(iii) Evidence that the alien has at least one continuous year of full-time employment abroad 
with a qualifying organization within the three years preceding the filing of the petition. 
(iv) Evidence that the alien's prior year of employment abroad was in a position that was 
managerial, executive, or involved spedalized knowledge and that the alien's prior education, 
training, and employment qualifies him/her to perform the intended services in the United 
States; however, the work in the United States need not be the same work which the alien 
performed abroad. 

INA 2 14(c) (2) (B) provides the framework for the specialized knowledge transferee: 

For purposes of section I O I  (a) ( I S) (L) , an alien is considered to be serving in a capadty 
involving specialized knowledge with respect to a company if the alien has a special 
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knowledge of the company product and its application in international markets or has an 
advanced level ofknowledge ofprocesses and procedures of the company. 

The regulations at 8 CFR 2 14.2(1) ( 1  ) (ii) (D) further define "specialized knowledge" as follows: 

Specialized knowledge means special knowledge possessed by an individual of the petitioning 
organizations product, service, research, equipment, techniques, management, or other 
interests and its application in international markets, or an advanced level of knowledge or 
expertise in the organization's processes and procedures. (Emphasis in original) 

To determine what specialized knowledge is, USCIS must first look to the language of section 2 1 4(c) (2) (B) 
itself and consider the plain meaning of the terms "special" and "advanced.;' According to Webster's New 
College Dictionary, the word "special" is commonly found to mean "surpassing the usual" or "exceptional." 
Webster's New College Dictionary, 1 084 (3rd Ed. 2008) . The dictionary defmes the word "advanced" as 
"highly developed or complex" or "at higher level than others." 

It is your burden to establish through the submission of probative evidence that the beneficiary possesses 
"special" or "advanced" knowledge. Therefore, you must articulate with specificity the nature of the claimed 
specialized knowledge, how such knowledge is necessary to perform the duties described in the petition, and 
how the beneficiary gained such knowledge. USOS will consider this, and all other relevant evidence 
presented, in determining whether the beneficiary possesses the requisite specialized knowledge. 

Has the Beneficiary Been Employed Abroad in a Position that was Managerial, Executive, or Involved 
Specialized Knowledge? 

The fust of the three issues to be discussed is whether the position abroad was managerial, executive, or 
involved specialized knowledge. In examining the beneficiary's position abroad, USCIS will look to your 
description of the beneficiary's job duties abroad and whether, based on the evidence you have provided, those 
duties in fact met the regulatory requirement that they be managerial, executive, or involved specialized 
knowledge. · 

Your [cover letteilJ dated [iilSert dat�] . describes the beneficiary's duties abroad, in part, as follows: 
. � ��� ·- ·- -- -·- ·- �- -- -- --· --� �-

• [If the list of duties abroad is 5 sentences or less, list all the duties. OR If the duties are 
�ore than 5 sentences, use the fust two duties and add " . . .  " and the last duty. Example: 
pevelop and Test Applications.,Js!:�!!fr��J.l:l:t!<?�_f�!:,_ qi!!�.PE()�!�::.-J:?��S!lSS. Pro�l� 
r�2!1:1:t:i()n Yl'i.�--�� !!l��.!i] 

[6PTi¢>i\J'Ai]Your additional [t(>.yt;f.lert� dated (P��e] states the following in regards to the beneficiary's 
duties abroad: 

• �r·;-·•b���do�;, of duties �as provided indicating the percentage of time perfo�ng 
�()�-�-Q�!i� Ji�!-the..l?en�<;i_ary' S.P.I'J!!li!Y 4uties a�!2�� ill. tJ!e. _:t:nall!ler. indicated abov�J 

[D� The descriptions oi_��!:!�.Erc:>Y!c!e� are similar and typical of a !Fo!cigl:i Po�i��n-Tide] or related 
occupation working in the l}nsen occupationJfield. The duties of the position described by you reflect the 
same or similar duties of �Se:f!_ OQ.�_ �QS_iti_Q� Oritl�J as listed in the Occupational Outlook Handbook 
(OOH) , a publication of the United States Department of Labor. The OOH indicates that employees in the 
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same or similar position as the beneficiary perform the following duties: [insert duties from OOHJ . From this 
comparison, it appears that the beneficiary performs the same or similar duties as other workers in a similar 
position .� .the field. As such, insufficient evidence was presented to establish that t!J:c: position [Foreign 
�os!ti<?I1 Ti.�(l. involves a special or advanced level of knowledge in the IJ!ls� �P�t:i<?�] field or related 
occupation. 

Therefore, you have not established that the position abroad involved specialized knowledge. 

tuse 'the following option ifthe petitioner -iS claiiliingTt--takes-a certilil amount of time-(i.e:1 year, 1 8  months, 
2 years, etc.) to become proficient in the [products, policies, processes, methodologies, framework, projects], 
and that period of training/ experience would not have allowed the beneficiary to have been employed in the 
purported specialized knowledge position for at least one y� _pric:>� _t(') q>ming_ �<?. _th.e U.S. (for blanket 
extensions). orpri()r)c:>_��-Sl}�l!P-�c::>.!! C>f t_he iJ:!!;�!P�tit:iQ.nJ 
[OP1JONA1]Furthermore, you indicate that it would take a minimum ofl[f'ii3.!§ of training and experience 
to be able to perform the purported specialized knowledge duties. 

The beneficiary began working for the company abroad on [Qa��]. If it takes a minimum of i:s years to 
acquire the knowledge and skills necessary to perform the purponed specialize4 kl1()\Vledge duties, then the 
beneficiary would only have been able to start performing those duties in �ejit��� o[�oi I;. 

- - - ... . ... . . .  , ,, , , , . . .. . I 
The instant petition was filed on [d.a!� petition was fil�cfj [OR: Th.e bene.(lciaryJirst arrived in the United States 
on [date of arrival]]. Therefore, the beneficiary had only been performing the duties that you contend are 
as�oci�ted �th speci��d ��\V��dg� for �even tn()l}� at the time of the filing of the instant petition (OR at 
the tim� he/ s�e Jir�! i!!}v�d .i.I! !J:t� Uni�ed Sta.�es]. Consequently, according to the contentions you have made, 
the beneficiary has not been employed abroad for at least one continuous year in a position that involved the 
claimed specialized knowledge. 

(�HQQ�(Q�� You did not indicate that the position abroad was managerial .or executive. In addition, the 
submitted evidence was insufficient to show that the position abroad was managerial or executive. 

For the foregoing reasons, you have not established that the beneficiary has been employed abroad in a 
position that was managerial, executive, or involved specialized knowledge. 

Does the Beneficiary Possess Specialized Knowledge? 

The second of the three issues to be discussed is whether the beneficiary possesses specialized knowledge. In 
examining the specialized knowledge of the beneficiary, USCIS will look to your description of the 
beneficiary's employment, experience, training, and education and determine based on the evidence you have 
provided, whether the beneficiary meets the statutory and regulatory requirement of possessing specialized 
knowledge. 

In the cover letter dated [Pa!�] you describe the beneficiary's employment, experience, training, and education 
as follows: 
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The description and/ or documentation you SU:bmitte� show the beneficiary . has . a \Vide range of skills, 
experience, ,. �d traiJ!ing with VariOUS [Products� pollcleS, processes, methodologies, framework, projects] 
including O;tSert_ nan1_es . o(�r.o_�u�. l'-Qliq�. _p�os:�es· method9log!e5! fral!lework, projects] . However, 
USCIS cannot conclude based on the evidence submitted that the beneficiary has knowledge or experience in 
the field of ans_�-<?��.P��2n.J that is significantly different from that possessed by similarly employed workers 
in the same industry. 

[ExPERIENtEl:m. ord� t9�1:1P_F()l't yol:ll: s���·--�-�-b���ciary _gained experience and job-related training of 
your [products� polici�t!>ro_£e�, _me.��()!()g!��t £r�e\\'()f.�1projects] through employment and experience 
with your organization. The beneficiary along with others employed by your organization, like any other 
[?or�gn Pos!i:i�� Iiti�j, is responsible for the same or similar job duties. Howevl!.l", O[()U h��e n()t ��onstrated 
that the geJ1eral �owl�dge o[_�d familiarity with your organization's rP!<>.4u�i PQ�ci_e_s, . P!OCesses, 
methodologies! frarrl�vvo�k,__p!()j(!(;� equates to specialized knowledge. 

�Gj The documentation submitted in regards to the beneficiary's training [did not list the length of 
each trainillg course Q� indicates each training course was completed in [���] days or less.] Therefore, it 
appears that the knowledge of the subject matters listed on the training record is easily transferrable to other 
employees with the same or similar �erience as that of the beneficiary. Moreover, the training received 
appears to be common in the l}�ert_(?(;�Pit!9JJ.iJ field. 

[T¢t1CATIQN:f Similarly, although you submitted copies, __ ()[the ����<:,!_�·� formal education records, a 
bachelor's or higher degree is commonly required for an �<?��g:r1 �()�iti()J! !�-��] and relate� oc.cupations and 
employers favor applicants who already have relevant skills and experience in the field (:rnfTHE USDOL 
1WEBSITE �· As this �s a typicaJ r.�qll!r,ement for persons in the beneficiary's field. obtaining a bachelor's or 
master's degree in the ��-()�£l:IP�-���] field, in and of itself, does not amount to "special" or "advanced!' 
knowledge. 

[PROPRi:JIT�'Xl<:ii()�Ej Many employees can be . said to possess unique skills . or experience to some 
degree. Possession ofknowledge of your company's [Er.oducts� poliqes, pr.oc��"'-ll1�thodologies, framework,. 
project5]and experience with your organization does not necessarily establish that such knowledge is 
something that others in the industry could not readily obtain with little or no disruption to your company's 
operations. Stating that other workers in the field may not have the same level of experience or training with 
your proprietary products, tools, and services, or with your client specific projects is not enough to establish 
the beneficiary as an employee possessing specialized knowledge. 

Generalized knowledge of a company's (R���ijc�J �g�ctes: J>jg�es!�1 inet}iodologies;' ffmiework: projectS] is wi�y -�,���sh:able ___ f!<?�--�.E.�?alized knowledge of those same [pr�d�c;tsi �4c:i�. ProCesses, 
_ �t1:to�9l2gi�. fr�ework, p���]�,��<?�g�-��-]:>.��9�-�� thi_s _c:ase app�¥.s to have acquired 
knowledge of your [.PI.:Q�'l!c;ts� �li�es! . P:r'?��Sd!l�th99:()l_o_&i:esL�t?vvork1 _p!2j�ct� while working for 
your company abroad, you have not adequately established how the beneficiary's knowledge rises to the level 
of special or advanced, as contemplated by the regulations. 

A determination regarding the beneficiary's claimed specialized knowledge cannot be made if you do not, at a 
minimum, articulate with a high degree of specificity the nature of the beneficiary's knowledge; how such 
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knowledge is typically gained within the organization; and how and when the beneficiary gained such 
knowledge. 

Furthennore, you have not adequately described how such knowledge is typically gained within the 
organization, other th� claiming tlJ.a� tll� b�e!J..<:i� is familiar, and has experience with yolir [products, 
polici�. pr�es,_ m�th<>.<!C?!�gi�. fi'CI.I_l}��<?!k,J'!Oi��]. 

Many companies will have developed their own [E���J po_li�es,�i>!���es,- _!Jleth()dc_>l()gies, fr�ework, 
projects] that their employees are familiar with and use to perfonn the duties associated with their respective 
jobs; however, it cannot be concluded that the familiarity with these things alone equates to specialized 
knowledge as contemplated by the regulations. Otherwise, most employees at an organization would be 
considered to have specialized knowledge. 

You also have not demonstrated how the beneficiary's education, training, and experience have resulted in 
specialized knowledge of your product, service, research, equipment, techniques, management, or other 
interests and its application in international markets, or an advanced level of knowledge or expertise in the 
organization's processes and procedures. 

In this case, the documentation of the beneficiary's training and experience with your tools, processes, and 
methodologies with your foreign company is insufficient to establish the beneficiary as an individual with 
specialized knowledge. The evidence of record does not establish that the beneficiary, possesses a special or 
advanced level of knowledge in the r�� .<?C.cuJ>ati�nJ field or that the beneficiary has knowledge that is 
special or advanced compared to other similarly experienced [�o�eigl:l �osition T,iti� or persons in a related 
occupation in the same field. 

Based on the reasons discussed above, you have not established that the beneficiary possesses specialized 
knowledge. 

Will the Beneficiary be Employed in the United States in a Capacity that Involves Specialized Knowledge? 

The last of the related issues to be discussed is whether the U.S. position of "[[(J�_@ITIQ� 'irrl..E] "  involves 
specialized knowledge. 

tcho�e:; You described the duties of a [Y$ Positioitiile] in the United States as being exactly the same as the 
�eneficiary's duties perfonned abrc_>�� � a:I! !Jorei�J.E���� �l��l Those duties as stated above were listed as: 
p� You described the duties of a [!J�.�C>�!t:i<:>n l}ge] in the United States as follows:� 

�-tl1�_prim3:!Y4�CJ:!pl£o�_ot��t:i�J 

[9fnO�&J] In the cover letter dated [I)�!� you provided the same description of duties as indicated in the 
original cover letter. 

OR 

[6PT!6N'AJ::]Your additional ttO.i!!Jei!�J dated [!?�!� states the following in regards to the beneficiary's 
duties in the U. S.: 
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�f a"''breakdown'' of duties was proVided-i.Odieating the percentage of time perfonning those 
PU..ti� �t f:h.:e_��I1�ci�' � priJ!l:�-4�ti-�-�P�<?�a.4 il1_ �� �a.JJD:er indicated abc>�e] 

You have __ e:qJl�ne,d that the beneficiary will use your [i:)rOd��! policies, pro�esses, methodologies, 
framework, projects] to perform tE�- �sks ,li�te4 _��ove; ho\'V�ver, ycm have not adequately explained and 
evidenced how the use of your [product�, l">OJ!(:ies, . pr�cesses, meth¢ologies, .  fr-amework, projects] in the 
execution of the beneficiary's everyday job duties will involve specialized knowledge. 

It appears that the beneficiary will perform the same or similar duties as other workers in similar positions in 
the field. Therefore, insufficient evidence was presented to show that the position [p� Position Ti_de] , involves 
a special or advanced level of knowledge in the [irisert_oc;�p�tlQn] field or related occupation. 

You indicate that these duties could not be performed by the typical skilled worker, even one with an 
education �� P,r�fess�<?!la!_���gro_!!Il� ��� to_�� be,I_l��E}' __ �ecause _the position involves knowledge of 
your [prq�!l<.:tsJ poli�t'!, __ P!<?��L!!!_ethodolog!es, framework, projects l _  Ho\'Vever, there is insufficient 
evidence on record to show that the [pro.sltJ..ctsJ P<>Mc:i:�s, processest 111ethodologies, framework, projects] 
pertaining to your organization are different from those applied by any IJUSJ>os�tiO..I1 Tidtl] or similar position 
working in the same industry. In addition, an assertion that the beneficiary possesses knowledge of your 
products, tools and proc�es �<?� I19..t necessa.I"i!y_ dell!()n��ate, speci�e�_ !a.J:()'JVle.4ge. While individual 
companies will develop U?l'Od.��� p�M��1_£!()(;���1 !!!�t_l.l()�()!()g!e;;, f:ra.Il'!�Wo!!, pr()jects] tailored to their 
own needs, internal processes, and customer specifics, it has not been established that similarly employed 
persons in the field could not readily acquire such company-specific knowledge. 

Indicating, as you have, that the beneficiary possesses knowledge proprietary to your . organization is 
insufficient to show that the knowledge is either "special" or "advanced." As noted above, if such knowledge 
can be readily transferred to others employed in the field in an occupation similar to the beneficiary's with little 
or no disruption to the company's operations, then the knowledge necessary to perform the duties in question 
may not rise to the level of specialized knowledge. 

Accordingly, the evidence of record is insufficient to es���s�- that the U.S. position, LY.S �ositi()J1 Tide] , 
involves a special or advanced level of knowledge in the [ins�!£ occup�tion] field. 

Viewed in its totality, the documentation submitted does not demonstrate by a preponderance of the evidence 
that the employment abroad was in a position that was managerial, executive, or involved specialized 
knowledge; that the beneficiary possesses specialized knowledge; and that the beneficiary's position in the 
United States involves specialized knowledge. 

Off-Site Work with an "Unaffiliated Employer" 

The last issue to be evaluated in this case involves whether the beneficiary is eligible for employment at an 
unaffiliated employer's worksite. 

The L- 1 Visa Reform Act of 2004, effective June 06, 2005, states the following: 

SEC. 4 12 .  NONIMMIGRANT L-1 VISA CATEGORY. 

(a) IN GENERAL- Section 2 1 4{c) {2) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 
1 1 84(c) (2)) is amended by adding at the end the following: 
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(F) An alien who will serve in a capacity involving specialized knowledge with 
respect to an employer for purposes of section 1 0 1 (a) ( 1 5) (L) and will be stationed 
primarily at the worksite of an employer other than the petitioning employer or its 
affiliate, subsidiary, or parent shall not be eligible for classification under section 
1 0 1  (a) ( 1 5) (L) if--

(i) the alien will be controlled and supervised principally by such unaffiliated 
employer; or 

(ii) the placement of the alien at the worksite of the unaffiliated employer is 
essentially an arrangement to provide labor for hire for the unaffiliated employer, 
rather than a placement in connection with the provision of a product or service for 
which specialized knowledge specific to the petitioning employer is necessary.'. 

(b) APPliCABiliTY- The amendment made by subsection (a) shall apply to petitions 
filed on or after the effective date of this subtitle Dune 06, 2005], whether for initial, 
extended, or amended classification. 

The first part of the issue to be discussed is whether the alien will be controlled and supervised principally by 
the unaffiliated emp�oyer. 

' ' . - "' ''. ' ''' ,, .... ' ''"' ' "'' ''"""'"' --- '' ' '"'"' """"' ' ,. . . . .  """"' ' '  ' ' ' ' ' '"'"'J ��r:t_��ysi�J2rJi!'!�P.�Qfis.sue] [Q�Qt-JM� You did not provide any docum��'!l}' __ evidence in regards 
to the control and supervision of the beneficiary on the end-client project with [�4:-client name] . Therefore, 
users is unable to determine whether the beneficiary will principally controlled and supervised by you or the 
unaffiliated employer. p� tuscrs will not dispute your claim that the beneficiary will be supervised and 
controlled by you in order to establish the first requirement of the L- 1 Visa Reform Act. Thus, according to 
your statements and supporting documentation, it appears that the beneficiary will be controlled and 
supervised principally by you.� 

The second part of the issue to be discussed is whether the placement of the beneficiary at the worksite of the 
unaffiliated employer is essentially an arrangement to provide labor for hire for the unaffiliated employer, 
rather than a placement in connection with the provision of a product or service for which specialized 
knowledge specific to the petitioning employer is necessary. 

[InS-err ail�� � .. r.�_g_aJ.ttS .. iQ _fu��-��lititi�4 4o���ti<>�;�y.;�i Ao the --�P.tr:a���2!k gr:���end-client 
�etter saY.?J 
According to the submitted documentation, the service you are providing is, ess�tictllY· _ labor for hire. No 
documentary evidence was present��- t? Sh()� �!-�pecialized knowledge specific to 1£.��-t:ioll�] is necessary in 
order to perform the work on the �c!::....c!i.�t��J project. 

As stated above, you did n()t. prc:.>_yi�t!_ �Y�()cumentary evidence in regards to the work to be performed on the 
end-client project wi� l)nd-cli!i!t n�t{]. Therefore, USCIS is unable to det�n� _yvhether specialized 
knowledge specific to (PetitiOJ1�] is necessary in order to perform the work on the [e11�-client naJl!�] project. 
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Accordingly, you have not established 'that 
.
the placement of the beiiefictary at the worbite of the unaffiliated 

employer is not labor for hire; . · · 

m"NAJ)coN£LUSI()W �,.-,.,.,;.,M�.,I>,.�� 

The burden of proof to establish eligibility for a qesired pref�ence rests With you 'the petitioner. Here, that 
burden has not been met. 

· 

' - . ' 

Consequently, the p�tition is derrted for the abOve stated re�o�. With each·c�nsidered as an independent and . 
alternative basis for denial. 

· · 

' ' 
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